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AGREEMENT BETWEEN
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

AND
STATE OF TENNESSEE

DISCONTINUANCE OF CERTAIN COMMISSION REGULATORY AUTHORITY
AND

RESPONSIBI1LITY WITHIN THE STATE

Notice is hereby given that Commissioner James T. Ramey, on behalf of the Atomic Energy

Commission, and the Honorable Frank G. Clement, Governor of the State of Tennessee have signed the

Agreement below for discontinuance of certain Commission regulatory authority. The Agreement is published in

accordance with the requiremients of Public Law 86-3 73 (section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

amended). The exemptions from the licensing requirements of Chapters 6, 7, and 8 of the Atomic Energy Act are

contained in Part 150 of the Commission's regulations (10 CFR Part 150), which was published in the February

14, 1962, issue of the FEDERAL REGISTER (27 F.R. 1351).

Dated at Germantown, Md., this 18th day of August 1965.

For the Atomic Energy Commission.

F. T. HOBBS,

Acting Secretary.

WHEREAS, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (hereinafter referred to as the Commission) is

authorized under section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the Act),

to enter into agreements with the Governor of any State providing for discontinuance of the regulatory authority

of the Commission within the State under Chapters 6, 7, and 8, and section 161 of the Act with respect to

byproduct materials, source materials, and special nuclear materials in quantities not sufficient to form a critical

mass; and

WHEREAS, the Governor of the State of Tennessee is authorized under section 53-3103 of the

Tennessee Code Annotated to enter into this Agreement with the Commission;, and

WHEREAS, the Governor of the State of Tennessee certified on May 1, 1965, that the State of Tennessee

(hereinafter referred to as the State) has a program for the control of radiation hazards adequate to protect the

public health and safety with respect to the materials within the State covered by this Agreement, and that the

State desires to assume regulatory responsibility for such materials; and

WHEREAS, The Commission found on July 23, 1965, that the program of the State for the regulation of

the materials covered by this Agreement is compatible with the Commission's program for the regulation of such

materials and is adequate to protect the public health and safety; and



WHEREAS, the State and the Commission recognize the desirability and importance of cooperation

between the Commission and the State in the formulation of standards for protection against hazards of radiation

and in assuring that State and Commission programs for protection against hazards of radiation will be

coordinated and compatible; and

WHEREAS, the Commission and the State recognize the desirability of reciprocal recognition of licenses

and exemption from licensing of those materials subject to this Agreement; and

WHEREAS, this Agreement is entered into pursuant to the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,

as amended;

NOW, THEREFORE, it is hereby agreed between the Commission and the Governor of the State, acting

in behalf of the State, as follows:

ARTICLE I

Subject to the exceptions provided In Articles I, III, and IV, the Commission shall discontinue, as of the

effective date of this Agreement; the regulatory authority of the Commission in the State under Chapters 6, 7,

and 8, and section 161 of the Act with respect to the following materials:

A. Byproduct materials;

B. Source materials; and

C. Special nuclear materials in quantities not sufficient to form a critical mass.

ARTICLE II

This Agreement does not provide for discontinuance of any authority and the Commission shall retain

authority and responsibility with respect to the regulation of:

A. The construction and operation of any production or utilization facility;

B. The export from or import into the United States of byproduct, source, or special nuclear material, or

of any production or utilization facility;

C. The disposal into the ocean or sea of byproduct, source, or special nuclear waste materials as defined

in regulations or orders of the Commission;

D. The disposal of such other byproduct, source, or special nuclear material as the Commission from

time to time determines by regulation or order should; because of the hazards or potential hazards

thereof, not be so disposed of without a license from the Commission.



ARTICLE III

Notwithstanding this Agreement, the Commission may from time to time by rule, regulation, or order,

require that the manufacturer, processor, or producer of any equipment, device, commodity, or other product

containing source, byproduct, or special nuclear material shall not transfer possession or control of such

product except pursuant to a license or an exemption from licensing issued by the Commission.

ARTICLE IV

This Agreement shall not affect the authority of the Commission under subsection 161 b. or i. of the Act

to issue rules, regulations, or orders, to protect the common defense and security, to protect restricted data or to

guard against the loss or diversion of special nuclear material.

ARTICLE V

The Commission will use its best efforts to cooperate with the State and other agreement States in the

formulation of standards and regulatory programs of the State and the Commission for protection against

hazards of radiation and to assure that State and Commission programs for protection against hazards of

radiation will be coordinated and compatible. The State will use its best efforts to cooperate with the

Commission and other agreement States in the formulation of standards and regulatory programs of the State

and the Commission for protection against hazards of radiation and to assure that the State's program will

continue to.be compatible with the program of the Commission for the regulation of like materials. The State and

the Commission will use their best efforts to keep each other informed of proposed changes in their respective

rules and regulations and licensing, inspection, and enforcement policies, and criteria, and to obtain the

comments and assistance of the other party thereon.

ARTICLE VI

The Commission and the State agree that it is desirable to provide for reciprocal recognition of licenses

for the materials listed ia Article I licensed by the other party or by any agreement State. Accordingly, the

Commission and the State agree to use their best efforts to develop appropriate rules, regulations, and

procedures by which such reciprocity will be accorded.



ARTICLE VII

The Commission, upon its own initiative after reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing to the State,

or upon request of the Governor of the State, may terminate or suspend this Agreement and reassert the

licensing and regulatory authority vested in it under the Act if the Commission finds that such termination or

suspension is required to protect the public health and safety.

ARTICLE VIII

This Agreement shall become effective on September 1, 1965, and shall remain in effect unless, and Until

such time as it is terminated pursuant to Article VII.

Done at Nashville, State of Tennessee, in triplicate, this 12th day of August 1965.

FOR THE UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION.

JAMES T. RAMEY, Commissioner.

FOR THE STATE OF TESSESSEE.

FRANK G. CLEMENT, Governor.

[F.R. Doc. 65-8899; Filed, Aug. 20, 1965; 8:50 a.m.]



TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION
DIVISION OF RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH

L & C Annex, Third Floor
401 Church Street

Nashville, TN 37243-3215

February 18, 2009

Erwin Citizens Awareness Network
P.O. Box 1151
Erwin, TN 37650

Dear Erwin Citizens Awareness Network:

Thank you for the comments and concerns addressed in your letter dated February 12, 2009
relative to the Rulemaking Hearing scheduled February 23, 2009. The purpose of this
rulemaking is to update Tennessee's State Regulations for Protection Against Radiation
(SRPAR) such that SRPAR is compatible with changes that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) has made to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Tennessee's status as an
Agreement State requires this compatibility. The NRC's Management Directive 5.9 "Adequacy
and Compatibility of Agreement State Programs" states:

"An Agreement State radiation control program is compatible with the Commission's
regulatory program when the State program does not create conflicts, duplications,
gaps, or other conditions that jeopardize an orderly pattern in the regulation of
agreement material (source, byproduct, and small quantities of special nuclear
material as identified by Section 274b. of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended) on a
nationwide basis."

The NRC establishes deadlines by which Agreement States must adopt regulations. To facilitate
meeting these deadlines, the Notice of Rulemaking Hearing was filed with the Secretary of State
on December 17, 2008 initiating the comment period which will end on February 27, 2009. All
comments received prior to close of business at 4:30 p.m. CST on February 27, 2009 will be
considered. Comments received after this date will be considered if it is practical to do so.

To provide for reasonable accommodations regarding public notice of rulemaking hearings, and
as required by the Uniform Administrative Procedures Act, Tennessee Code Annotated, Section
4-5-203, the applicable Rulemaking Hearing Notice was published in the January 2009 edition of
the Tennessee Administrative Register (T.A.R.). Additional notifications for this hearing also
appear in the January 2009 edition of the Tennessee Environmental Law Letter and on the



Division of Radiological Health's (DRH) website. A summary of theamendments and new rules
included in this rulemaking are available on DRH's website. Also, since the majority of this
rulemaking concerns the medical use of radioactive material, notice of the hearing was sent to all
medical radioactive material licensees in Tennessee. In response to your concerns, a copy of the
Notice of Rulemaking Hearing, which includes both the current regulations and the changes to
be adopted, is now available for review at the Johnson City Field Office.

As an attachment to this letter, we have included a summary of the amendments and new rules
included in this rulemaking. If you have additional concerns or questions, please feel free to
contact the Division of Radiological Health at (615) 532-0364.

Sincerely,

Beth Murphy
Tennessee Division of Radiological Health

Enclosures: As stated

cc: Governor Phil Bredesen (via Mr. Ryan Gooch)
Director of Energy Policy, State of Tennessee
Economic and Community Development
312 Rosa L. Parks Avenue, 10th Floor
Nashville, TN 37243-0405

Honorable David B. Hawk
Tennessee State Representative
407 Crockett Avenue
Greeneville, TN 37745

Commissioner Jim Fyke
Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation
L & C Annex, 1st Floor, 401 Church Street
Nashville, TN 37243

Mr. Mark Braswell
Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation
Johnson City Field Office
2305 Silverdale Road
Johnson City, TN 37601-2162



SUMMARY

O.The rulemaking affects Chapters 1200-02-04 through 1200-02-11. Its various additions and

modifications will incorporate:

* Correcting various grammatical mistakes and incorrect references found in Chapters 1200-02-

04, 1200-02-05, 1200-02-08, 1200-02-09, and 1200-02-10

• Referencing the new Chapter 1200-02-07 rules where needed in Chapters 1200-02-04, 1200-

02-05, and 1200-02-10

" Repealing rules 1200-02-04-.05 (Units of Radiation Dose) and 1200-02-04-.06 (Units of

Radioactivity). In a previous rulemaking, the Division moved these rules to Chapter 1200-02-

05 and amended them.

" Adding new rules to implement the NRC's National Source Tracking System for certain sealed

sources. The amendments require licensees to report certain transactions involving these

sealed sources to the National Source Tracking System. These transactions include

manufacture, transfer, receipt, disassembly, or disposal of nationally tracked sources. The

amendments also require each licensee to provide its initial inventory of nationally tracked

9 sources to the National Source Tracking System and annually reconcile the information in the

system with the licensee's actual inventory.

" Amendments to 1200-02-10-.26 (Records) to clarify certain recordkeeping requirements

pertaining to the receipt, transfer, and disposal of radioactive material. The amended rule adds

the requirement that a licensee shall transfer records to the new licensee if licensed activities

will continue at the same site.

e Repealing, amending, and adding new rules pertaining to the medical use of radioactive

material in Chapters 1200-02-04, 1200-02-05, 1200-02-07, and 1200-02-10. These new rules

and amendments, that are designed to be both risk-informed and more performance based,

focus on medical procedures that pose higher risks to workers, patients, and the public.

" Adding the definition of industrial radiography to Rule 1200-02-08-.03

" Adding a footnote to Rule 1200-2-9-.06, Specific Requirements of the Issuance of a Certified

Registration. The footnote allows certified registrants to request a variance for physicians who

do not meet the training and experience criteria.Ah



PUBICNOTIMCE

Teressee Air Polution Control- V (TAPCD) has receved requests for constructlion of air
amnaintsoourcesas not~dbeow.ThedP• ad fon hStw toparfl2O2 3-9-.01()(h) ofthe

Air Pollution Control Reuain, whih requires a pubic notification and 30-day public
ant period. nerested paities may e4ress their comments and concerns in writing to Mr. John W.

l Dico Air MPluon Control DMisn. 91h Floor, L & C Annex 401 Clurch Street. Nashville,
j s37243.15t wiyin My (30) days of the dateof this notice. Ouestons concern9 a source may

t4 addressedothe assigned "ionpersonnel at the sareaddressorbycalling 1-800.511.7991 or615-

532-0554.

f"vfdaiswih disabilities who wish to pa*t e should conlact te Tenessee Department of Environ.
r and Conservation to discussny y .tryalds or _vie needed to faciltate such Participation. Such

amay be in person, by wrft te One , or other Moens,-snd should be made no less than ten days
pototh en of the thi(30)dayp 4mmentpedtqaltowtimetoprovidesuch aiorservice.

(3 the TenneMSe Deartm nt of Envmomeittand C a ADA Coordinator,.Issac Qkoreeh-
tiah7th Floor Annex, 401 ChuchStreet,:Nash TN'37"43 (815) 53.0059.Hearing impaired calers

Suse.the Tennessee Relay Sevc(1-800-848-0298).

lint applicant is Valley Castings &IManufacturing, Inc. with amaluing addressof642 Watauga Avenue,
trin, TN 37650. They seek to obtain air contamnant permits for construction ot

A Sand.Pattern Making Process (Division kientificatIon number 860053-01/44912) at the same
Oress. This proposed operation would be made p of a sand si, an electric sand heater and fluidizer.

blectrc sand mixer and associated equipment which would be used for the sand handling, mixng, and
Pttem making step of the iro casting process. Two (2) bhousds wouldtbe used fo polflton control.

weteould be iconstruc andreglatedaircontaminants would be emitted bythis source. Mr.l.Uahemejad is-the assigned Division person.

)A Ladle Preheat Operation (Divislon-ldetification number 86,0053-02/44913) at the same address.
T.5 propopedpraeionwouldbe mad-up a ings burnerand associated equimentusedlto preheat
mtasladles for usein the ioncasting process, Therewouldbenopollutim controlequipment. There would

be phyica construction and regulated air contaminants would be emitted by this source. Mr. M.
Baghemejad is the jassigned Division perso.

l)AMe tC asfto.p ,,Operatid (oi wtw,0 .044914)atunasre .This
Pr•opsed operation of the Iron casting process would be made-up of an electric induction furnace and
MO e eqwNe wh*ch would be used to met hard metal into.mollen metal forpouring from te ladle
r111 Sand Pattern molds. There would be no polluti cntrol equlpmenL Them would be physical
O and regulated ak contam•in•an'tduk be emitted by this source. Mr. M. Baghemejed Is the
s ige D on person.

(4)A Casting FmiishingOperation (ivinjj id numbern-e04 /44q15) at the same address.
h ProPposed oper• Of1i kon castin espcs would be made.up of shake, rotoblast (sabonsliot)

sufaeI hea ndassociatd suimentwh iwoulbeujseto rmoveitecastk fom the mold, ooec
OY sand, and f surface. A setting chamber and baghouse would be used for polution
bontrol. There would be physical constructlion and reglated a. contaminanls would be eted by this
, source. tr. M. Baghmejad IS the assigned Division person.

The second applicant is Studsvik Processirq Facility, LLC with a mailingoddress.of 132 Harbisonr
Boulevard, Suite 3028, Columbia, SC 29212. They seek to obtain an air contaminant permit (Division
identification number 86-0054.01!44923) to construct a proposed Volume Reduction Energy Recovery
Facility on Carolina Avenue, Erwin, TN 37650.Tha pria purpose of fhe proposed facility is to receive
radioactively contaminatedionexhae resinsandotharora•*ow levMtadach*vwastematetial rom
various generator, volume reduce fthi material UtllZNi a thermal destructive distillation and. steam
rem processes, recover energy from gaseousprocess products. package the volume-reduced waste

su," and either ship the was res idue backto the generator or a licensed low-level waste facility for
disposh ma componet of heseixcgsma:thrmltomves reaformer vessel.
heat 5~ary~4 and offias con"o system. WaSte residues from the distillation vessel are transferred
t0 a carbon rinoa (stem reformr step and then to a. compaction andor pelletizing system and then
Packaed in high integrity containcrs Or othe suitabie packcages for shipmnent or disposal. A demlsler/

-t ..... a,• ndHE Wsouldtb lorpoJjU • Thefr woul be physial constructionperson. cona mitted byisoe Mr. R. Thompson is the assigned Division

*~~~*/ 7/V7 V~d. I f-S,)~-,
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TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT & CONSERVATION
DIVISION OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

9TH FLOOR, L & C ANNEX
401 CHURCH STREET

NASHVILLE, TN 37243-1531 HY Lý4&,

September 6, 1996

Mr. M. P. Carson
Chief Operating Officer-
Studsvik Pro'cessing Facility, LLC
132 Harbison Blvd., Suite 302B
Columbia, SC 29212

P1 3.196

Re: __ _ _ _

44923

Dear Mr. Carson:

On April 25, 1996, we received your applications for construction of a volume
reduction energy recoA6ry operation at the above referenced facility.

*The Tennessee Air Pollution Control Board has adopted regulations which exempt a
portioi of the euipment which you indicated from permitting requirements;
Therefore, no periiits:will be necessary for the equipment listed below;

Equipment

1)
2)

3)
4)5 )

All equipment listed below
Internal combustion engine

emergency replacement or
Diesel fuel tank of 40,000
Storage tanks of less than
Process tanks of less than

which emit less than 0.5

used'only for
standby service
gallons or less
10,000 gallons
3,000 gallons
tons per year

Applicable Rules

1200-3-9-.04 (4) (j) or (k)
1200-3-9-.04 (5) (f)42.

1200-3-9-.04 (5) (g)4.
1200-3-9-.04 (5) (g)10.
1200-3-9-.04 (5) (g) 13.

This interpretation is based upon the information contained in your applications
dated April 24, 1996. All applicable air pollution regulations must still be
met' by your'- facility.

If you have any questions about this matter, please contact Randy Thompson at
(615) 532-6825.

Sincerely,

David G. Carson
Chief, New Source Permitting Program

DGC/GRT.cc: J(

APC-71

hnson City Field Office
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Bst svot in nhe worldStudsvik breaks., groundM
Ofllcials from Studsvtk were in

Erwin Thursday to break ground
for. their new environmental
restoration facility. The
Swedish-based company is
building a new multi-million fa-
cility which will Initially employ
some 35 people.

"Erwin is the best spot in the
worldl" said T 61ve Ktvikas.
President and CEO of the com-
pany.

He said his company looked
at different countries for the4
new facility, settled.,, on the
United-States, investigated sev-
eral areas and narrowed'it to
Tennessee. 'We then narrowed It
ko, Erwin. a most attracttve
I community and very similar to

our environment In §weden'"
Studsvik Is in the business of

treating low 'level waste, reduc-
Ing its volume, enhancing its
isolation from the environment
and shipping It off-site for dis-
posal at a licensed facility.

The low level waste to be
treated at Studsvik In Erwin will
come from commercial utilities
across the, United States and
will be shipped after treatment
to the Bamwell site in South
Carolina.

-/ 'Studsvik 'provides products
and services to secure low pro-
duction costs; high safety and
low environmental Impact for
various energy and Industrial
plants. Operations are Interna-

tional, and areas of expertise
include waste reduction and de-
contamination, safety and ecol-
ogy. and instrumentation.
Studsvik's core business Is pro-
viding support services to the
nuclear markeL

"Our company Is extremely
pleased with the warm recep-
tion we've had here in Erwin."
said President Marty Carson.
"The 'project has received state
and government approval so we
are moving right on target for
our slated. completion within the
next 24 months."

On ,hand- -for the ceremony-.
were State Representative Zane

Please turn to GROUND on page 4

AA&i~' ,j ,?EJL a aiý 3-1
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Continued from page 1

. GROUND-
Whiltson. Unicof County Fxecu-
Uve Paul Monk, and Erwin
Mayor. Garland Evely. They
Joined Studsvik Swedish offl-
clials-Kivikas and H-kan Jo-
.hansson In moving the first bit

of earth..
A team comprised of Duke En,

gineering & Services, Inc.. a
subsidiary of Duke Energy. anti
Metric .Construction. Inc.. a
subsidiary of J.A. Jones, Inc..
will be designing and con.
structing the facility.

Studsvik is leasing 01c land
for the facility fronm Nuclear Furl
Services. It will be located qdJa-
cent to NFS.
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Coiling Erwin "the best spot in the worltd" Siudsvik company officials held a groundbreoking
;eremony Thursday. The company, which is headquartered in Sweden, will employ 35 people
and will resemble the artist's sketch shown above.

4
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Studsvik company officials and local government officials participated in last Thursday's
groundbreaking at the plant site. Pictured from left to right are: Marty Carson, president of

tudsvlk Inc.; Mayor Garland Evely; County Executive Paul Monk; T16ve Kivikas, president and
chairman of Studsvlk AB; Rep. Zone Whitson; and H-Ibkan Johansson, vice president of Vottenfoll
AS. Erwmn R0ewes pMaleby Oatis. E&,Wwd
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Uncoi 0ounty, nzltive namtopositions, at udsvmk pla
Mike Tester, a certified 4ealth A native of Unicol County,

physicist with 24 years experl- Tepter was educated at East
enee in the nuclear industry. has Tcnnessece State University and

been named the Safety Director has participated in advanced

and Radiation Safety OWcer of studies at the University of Low-

Studsvik Processing Facility. ell and We University of Michl-

LLC in Erwin. gan. He was certified by the

In his new position he en- American Board of Health

sures that all acuviues of the fa- Physics in 1990 in the compre-

cillty are conducted in a safe hensive prdctice or radiation
mranncr. Tester ensures that safety.
availability of adequate safety Testcr Is a member of the na-

personnel, training, equipment tional and local chapters of the
and resources as necessarJy to Health Physics Society.
accomplish the. objectives of the
radiaUon protecUon program. He most recently was cm-

Hie also reviews and approves pioyed by Nuclear Fuel Services.

all radiation snrcty opcrating Inc. at Fernaid Environmentl,

procedures and training pro- Management Corp. in Cincin-

grams. In addiUon he maintains nail as senior manager in the.

the environmental protection Safety and Health Division.
program In compliance with Prior to that he worked at NFS'

applicable licenses. permits Erwin facility in various safety

apd regulations. - capaclUes since 1973. MIKE TESTER



Plantndecation an
international Affair

Officials say: plant state-of-the-art
byM i Stiev-e ini- i , ....

Pledging themselves as dedicated -members of the Unicol County
dormrunity. Studsvlk offllals - along with a host of international
guests Includibg the Swedish arnbassador to the United Nations -
held a ribbon-cuOtttg ceremony Sept 24 in Erwin for theirnewnuclear
waste progessing facility. -

The companys Erwin facility is described as a state-of-the-art plant
which il treat low-level radloactive waste with a system called THOR,
forThermal Organic Reduction. designed and patented by.the Swedish-
based company. -.Although: international in operation. Studsvik believes only local
commitment in operatijon .brings commercial success". said Marty
Carsom. president of Stdsvlk Inc. 'We are and wIll remain committed
to safety, community and regulatory compllance."

The plant, under construction for about a year. is expected to begin
processing in December with about 28 skilled employees. It will operate
under.a lease. agreement with Nuclear Fuel Services Inc.. which Is-
located adjacent to the Studsvlk plant. OMcials: said the plant will
provide as many as 170 fu.rtr job opportunities through support
services across the Northeast Tennessee region.

Crsten Olsson, chief cecutive officer of Studsvik AE, told the dozens
in attendance at theinauguration ceremony that the Erwin plant and
i is use of the THOR processing technique is the -;crwn jewel- In
.eudsvlk's new international operations.

By finding ways-to use-nuclear waste. Olsson said Studsvlk Is
0  nted to'being a World leader In safe, environmentally friendly

J=r production.
Sweden has along tradition working with environmental issues and

,Pi-an .sM PLAK a, 8

-. A

Ambassador. Rotf Ekeus sald the new state-ot-
the-art plarnt :a step toward utilizng nuclear

powe n a a an p.:•rodct.vemanner.
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its Industries are In the forefront
with regard to protecting tie
environment," Olsson said. 'It's
thereforc quite natural for
Studsvlk to erect Its first 'plant
with this new process here In the
U.S., where *Interests with
environmental issues are as high
or even higher than In Sweden aind
where tle United States has the
world's biggest nuclear Industry."

Olsson said the comppny's
commitment will extend, beyond
its current operations at Its 15
plants.

He said he foresees an
expansion in the United States
and throughout the world where
"they have similar needs and
similar wishes to take care of their
nuclear waste." The THOR

technology, Olsson said, is "the
best technology for the safe and
effective treatment of ion-
exchange resin wiistes from
commercial nuclear power
reactors."

Rolf Ekeus. Sweden's
ambassador to the United Nations
and the former leader of the U.S.-
led Inspection team In Iraq.
praised Studsvik for its InnovaUve
technology to help solve one of the
nuclear industry'S" biggest
problems - how tO deal with Its
waste.

"The, awareness of (the waste
problem) ... was late in the United
States and in my home country of
Sweden," Ekeus said. "We
probably overlooked the
magnitude of the problem, but it

is definitely a life-and-death issue
for the Industry. if you cannot cope
with the waste. I don't see any
future for the Industry, but If you
can deal with It I think It Is a
major. major insuiance for all our
energy problems in the future.

'As we .understand this
processing facility ... It Is, quite
excling.

-The success of this venture
here will be a very Important
contribution to their overall efforts
to work towards safe energy anu
safe electricity production. AMiff
with that. I wish the most success
to this venture and congratulate
both the State of Tennessee and
the -community of Erwin and, of
course, Studsvik and Its American
collaborators for this tremendous

achievement we see here today."
Goran Forssberg. the mayor of

the Swedish city of Nykoping. was
also a speclal guest speakerat the
ceremony, but the speakers were
not limited to Studsvik and
Swedish dignitaries.

State Rep. Zane Whitson told
those In attendance, "This is a
great occasion, a great day for
Unicol County, for Tennessee and
for the United States."

"The nucldar age entered some
Oe ago In our world, and we are
really pleased-to have such a state.
of-the-art environmental company
In Tennessee and particularly in
Uhlcol County," Whitson said.
"This facility will make our world
a safer place.

"The nuclear age is here to stay.

Nuclear energy Is here to sihy.. so
companies like this, are herS:to
protect us and take care of our
lives irk the nuclear age,"

During the ceremony, Carson
also pledged a long-term financial

commitment to support a science
and technology classroom at the
'.new Unicol County High School.

Following the ceremony, thoa
atteMIlng toured the facility and
were Invited to a barbecue lunch.



-- ,Staff Photos by Charles Edwards

Local andSw.ediSh dignitaries cut the ribbon dedicating the new Studsvik processing facility in Erwin last week.-The facility will begin operations In December.
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TENNESSEE AIR POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT.AND CONSERVATION
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37243-1531

Permit to Construct or Modifv an Air Contaminant Source Issued Pursuant to"* W: A
DateIssued: September 10, 1996 Permit Nu iMa' " '' - -__ •

Date Amended: JUN 10 10 [AMENDMENT] 944923P jU0 141999

Date Expires: September 1, 1999 40 YF

Issued To: Installation Address.
Studsvik Processing Facility, LLC Carolina Avenue

Erwin

Installation Description: Emission Source Reference No.
Volume Reduction Energy Recovery Facility including
Thermal Distillation, Steam Reformation, Heat Recovery WI0t-01
with Demister, Scrubber, and HEPA Filter controls

The holder of this permit shall comply with the conditions contained in this permit as well as all appficabl
provisions of the Tennessee Air Pollution Control Regulations.

CONDITIONS:

1. The application that was utilized in the preparation of this permit is dateq
April 24, 1996 (with update dated May 23, 1996) and signed by M. P. Carson, Chic:
Operating Officer for the permitted facility. If this person terminates his/he.
employment or is reassigned different duties such that he/she is no longer tho
responsible person to represent and bind the facility in environmental permittin4
affairs, the owner or operator of this air contaminant source shall notify tht
Technical Secretary of the change. Said notification shall be in writing an<
submitted within thirty (30) days of the change. The notification shall include thE
name and title of the new person assigned by the source owner or operator tc
represent and bind the facility in environmental permitting affairs. ALI
representations, agreement to terms and conditions and covenants made by the formez
responsible person that were used in the establishment of limiting permit conditions
on this permit will continue to be binding on the facility until such time that a
revision to this permit is obtained that would change said representations,
agreements and covenants.

(conditions continued on next page)

ThCHNi~ SECRETARY

No Authority is Granted by this Permit to Operate, Construct, or Maintain any Installation in Violation of any
Law, Statute, Code, Ordinance, Rule, or Regulation of the State of Tennessee or any of its Political Subdivisions.

NON-TRANSFERABLE POST AT INSTALLATION ADDRESS

CN-0754 (Rev. 9-92) RDA- 129 8
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2. The stated design input capacity for this source is 2,890 pounds per hour (excludin,
water) on a daily average basis. An updated construction permit must be obtainei
before exceeding this capacity. The Technical Secretary may require the permittet
to prove compliance with this rate.

3. Particulate matter (TSP) emitted from this source shall not exceed 0.02 grain pej
dry standard cubic foot of stack gases (5.38 pounds per hour).

4. Quantities of sulfur dioxide (SOz), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compound!
(VOC), nitrogen oxides (NO.), fluorides (HF), and chlorides (HCl) emitted from- thi!
source shall not exceed the following:

Emission Rates
Pollutant (Pounds per Hour)

SO2  
8 .8 . tN 1q .Lbi

CO 8.4
VOC 1.4
NO. 6.9 9
HF 0.12
HCI 1. 6 04."' 2 1/bs

The above emission limitations are established pursuant to Rules 1200-3-14-.03(5)
and 1200-3-7-.07(2) of the Tennessee Air Pollution Control Regulations and the
information contained in the approved application.

5. Visible emissions from the stack(s) shall not exceed twenty percent (20%) or greater
opacity as determined by EPA Method 9, as published in the Federal Register, Volume
39, Number 219 on November 12, 1974. (6 minute average)

6. The exhaust gases from the ventilation system shall be discharged unobstructed
vertically upwards to the ambient air from a stack with an exit diameter of 25.0
inches not less than 80.0 feet above ground level.

7. This source shall not operate without use of the air pollution control devices.

8. Routine maintenance, as required to maintain specified emission limits, shall be
performed on the air pollution control devices. Maintenance records shall be
recorded in a suitable permanent form and kept available for inspection by the
Division. These records must be retained for a period of not less than two years.

9. Progress reports must be filed annually for construction projects extending over a
one year duration. As a minimum, these reports must specify the percentage of the
project completed and give an estimated completion date. The first progress report
will be due one year after this permit is issued and every year thereafter until
construction is completed.

10. This permit shall not preclude any requirements promulgated by the Division of
Radiological Health, the Division of Solid Waste Management, or the Division of
Water Pollution Control.

11. The issuance of this permit does not exempt the permittee from any requirements of
the Environmental Protection Agency pertaining to the emissions from the operation
of this new source.

12. This permit shall serve as a temporary operating permit from initial start-up to the
receipt of a standard operating permit (regardless of the expiration date), provided
the operating permit is applied for within thirty (30) days of initial start-up and
the conditions of this permit and any applicable emission standards are met.

(conditions continued on next page)
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13. The permittee shall certify the start-up date of the air contaminant sourc
regulated by this permit by submitting

A. COPY OFALL PAGES- OF T.S PERMIT,
with the information required in A) and B) of this condition completed, to th
Technical Secretary's representatives listed below:

A) DATE OF START-UP: month / yea
month day year

B) Anticipated operating rate: percent-of maximum rated capacity

For the purpose of complying with this condition, 'start-up" of the air contaminani
source shall be the date of the setting in operation of the source for tht
production of product for sale or use as raw materials or steam or heat production.

The undersigned represents that he/she has the full authority
the permittee in environmental permitting affairs. The
represents that the above provided information is true to
knowledge and belief.

to represent and binc
undersigned furthet

the best of his/hez

Note: This certification is not an application for an operating permit. At a
minimum, the appropriate application form(s) must be submitted requesting an
operating permit. The application must be submitted in accordance with the
requirements of this permit.

The completed certification shall be delivered to Compliance Validation Program and
the Field Office at the addresses listed below no later than 30 days after the air
contaminant source is started-up.

Compliance Validation Program
Division of Air Pollution Control
9th Floor, L & C Annex
401 Church Street
Nashville, TN 37243-1531

Johnson City Environmental Assistance Center
Division of Air Pollution Control
2305 Silverdale Road
Johnson City,. TN 37601-2162

(end of conditions)

This permit was amended on this date in accordance with the permittee request dated May
28, 1999 to extend the expiration date from June 1, 1999 to September 1, 1999.



Emission Summary
Permit Number- 9L t92 z3 P

ource Status: Newi1rModification[l ExpansionjI RelocationC] Permit Status: NewCZ Renewal"]

SDO NSPS"] NESHAPs[] Previous Permit Number. Construction Operating

Pounds/Hour - __' Tons/Year Date of * Applicable Standard
Aur Potcufw Allowabl Acua Patmn AflkmoW NCt CNn Data 1200-3-

TSP .0,00- O.L1 5.3g 0.02. 2.1 2-'3.4 z-6-q 2 7-7 Oj(')

SO'2  0o .q. -8. ___. . 3'.5- 3- __ _ Z /, 0 (

co 2 ,--- - ._ 3 30.7 z) ,...... . . ._ 7 .. (Z)
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NO- 3 .- •16 69 (.9 -5.Z -30,. 30o, ,,Z_,2
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)-C.I 0,04 I.• 1.4, 0.2.7 7.0 7,o0 "__ 2-.'
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Press releases
Studsvik's Erwin Facility in Commercial Operation
1999-08-26 00:00

" The Studvik Processing Facility completed testing with non-radioactive resins in June
" The first radioactive ion-exchange resins were processed in July
" Facility availability is being increased to achieve overall processing targets
" Stable price trend
" Next development stage started

Studsvik's THORsm (THermal ORganic Process) Process Facility in Erwin, Tennessee, USA,
inaugurated in September 1998, was taken into commercial operation in July. The facility is Studsvik
AB's largest investment since the construction of the R2 reactor, located at Studsvik outside Nykoping
in the late fifties. So far, the investment has amounted to just over USD 35 million.

The facility is unique on the US market and processes a special type of low-level waste - ion-exchange
resins. The resins are used in nuclear power plant coolant treatment systems. The resins contain a

O significant quantity of organic matter which is separated from the non-organic matter through
pyrolysis/steam reforming, i.e. a process whereby heat and steam in a controlled environment cause
the organic matter to vaporize. Through the THORsm Process, the original weight and volume of the
waste can be reduced by over 95 per cent. The nuclear power plants are interested in the process
since final disposal capacity for low level radioactive waste including ion-exchange resins is limited
and, therefore, costly.

During the facility startup program conducted over the first half of this year, approximately 3000 cubic
feet of non-radioactive ion-exchange resins have been processed on a trial basis. The Erwin facility
commenced processing radioactive resins on July 19, which means that the plant, from the standpoint
of safety and operation, must now be treated as a nuclear facility. The first major customer order for
just over 6,000 cubic feet has been received and processing will commence the last week of August.

"This is an important development in Studsvik's evolution and it is highly satisfying that the Erwin facility
is now operating on a commercial basis," says Carsten Olsson, Chief Executive Officer of Studsvik AB.

"We have had a positive reaction from the US. We know that our method is superior to those of our
competitors and this bodes well for future demand," concludes Carsten Olsson.

As the facility is now being taken into commercial operation, the next objective is to develop a similar

facility for processing the very large quantities of mixed waste stored at the US Department of Energy's
# OE) various facilities.

For further information, contact:

ittp://www.studsvik.se/index.php?p~ir&s~press&t-detail&lang~en& ici 11 Q1 1 1- _^_-



M0CO RECEiV D
STATE'OF TENNESSEE 3OC 3 1999

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERY/oION ý. 0a
9TH FLOOR L & C ANNFX

401 CHURCH STREET
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37243-1531

OPERATING PERMIT

RENEWAL OF PERMIT # 944923P ISSUED: OCT 08 !9.!
EXPIRES: NOVEMBER 1, 2008

NEW PERMIT #051789P

Mr. Maurice P. Carson, President
Studsvik Processing Facility, LLC
1217 Carolina Avenue
Erwin, TN 37650

Dear Mr Carson:

This constitutes renewal of your temporary operating permit number 944923P. The new operating permit number, and
the issue and expiration date of this renewal are indicated above. The application that was utilized in preparation of this
per•mit was signed and dated July 29, 1999.

The p.vious permit with issue number 944923p should be retained and posted or filed with this renewal at the
installation address. Please remember to apply for an operating permit renewal at least 60 (sixty) days prior to the
expiration of this renewal.

If you have potential to emit equal to or above the major source threshold levels of 100 tons per year of any regulated
pollutant, or 10 tons per year of any hazardous air pollutant (HAP), or 25 tons per year of any combination of hazardous
air pollutants, you must file a Title V (major source) operating permit application within 120 days of discovery of the fact.
These terms are defined in Attachments 1 and 2.

If you have any questioms concerning this letter please contact Greg Forte or Tupili Reddy at (615)-532-0554.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Technical Secretary

Tennessee Air Pollution Control Board

cc: Johnson city EAC

Enclosures



NRC: Event Notification Report for May 5, 2

E

NRC: Event Notificadion Report for May.22, ,2(

-------------- -------- ------------ ------- --- ------ -

lGeneral Information or Other lEvent Number't 36970

000 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
+

+---------------------- ----------------------------------

I REP ORG: TENNESSEE DIV OF RAD HEALTH INOTIFICATION DATE: 05/04/20001
ILICENSEE: STUDSVICK PROCESSING FACILITY. LLC 1NOTIFICATION TIME: 09:4S[EDTIj

CITY: ERWIN REGION: 2 IEVENT DATE: 04/30/20001
COUNTY: STATE: IN IEVENT TIME: 12:00[EDT]j

]LICENSE#: R-S1001 AGREEMENT: Y ILAST UPDATE DATE: 05/04/20001
1 DOCKET: I ............................

I PERSON ORGANIZATION
IROBERT HAAG R2
IJOSEPHINE PICCONE NMSS

+-----------------------------------I

1 NRC NOTIFIED BY: DEBRA SHULTS
HQ OPS OFFICER: JOHN MackINNON

+- ---------------------------- +--

iEMERGENCY CLASS: N/A {
10 CFR SECTION:
I k#AGR AGREEMENT STATE J

----- =- - ---------- ~---
5000 SQUARE FOOT AREA CONTAMINATED WITH AN ESTIMATED 0.49 MILLICURIES OF

I PRIMARILY COBALT-60.

On 05/01/2000, the licensee called to report a spill of residue inside their
processing building. A 5000 square foot area was affected/contaminated
with an estimated 0.49 millicuries of mixed fission/activation products

(primary Co-60) when the event occurred on 04/30/00. Gross maslin simars

revealed 30,000 dpm with a maximum small area smear of 6.600 dpm/100 square I
centimeter. There was no release of radioactive material to the

environment. There were two minor personnel contamination incidents: one
involving an individual's hoes and one involving an i.nd-idual's hair.
Both were easily decontaminated and released. There was no damage to

equipment. Decontamination had already begun when reported. This event
does not pose a risk to public health and safety but is reportable under

1200-2-5-141 (2)(c)l i. ii. and iii. It required restricted access for

greater than 24 hours. 0.49 millicuries is greater than S times the lowest
ALl for Co-60. and access was restricted to allow isotopes with less than 24

half-lives to decay.
4------------------------------------------------------+--

-- - - - - - -Z - - Z- - - - - - - - - - - --- -

IGeneral Information or Other lEvent Number: 38018

- -----------------------------------------------------

001 1 REP ORO: TENNESSEE DIV OF RAD HEALTH INOTIFICATION DATE: 05/21/20011
[LICENSEE: STUDSVICK PROCESSING FACILITY INOTIFICATION TIME: 12:30[EDTII
I CITY: ERWIN REGION: 2 IEVENT DATE: 05/18/20011
I COUNTY: STATE: TN IEVENT TIME: 16:30[EDT]l
[LICENSE#: R-86011 AGREEMENT: Y ILAST UPDATE DATE: 05/21/20011
1 DOCKET: I -----------------------------

I PERSON ORGANIZATION I
ILEONARD WERT R2 I
1JOHN HI ICKEY NMSS !

+----------------------------------4-

NRC NOTIFIED BY: FREENAN/SHULTS(by fax) I
I HQ OPS OFFICER: CHAUNCEY GOULD I

4-,

ii
--- - - -- -- --- - --- - --- - --- - --- - --- -- --+

EMERGENCY CLASS: N/A
10 CFR SECTION:
NAGR AGREEMENT STATE I

This licensee is authorized for the receipt, possession. processing.
storage. handling and shipment of radioactive waste resins. During routine
operations at the facility. a spl of approximately four cubic feet
occurred from.one of the process'vessels. The vessel was shut down and the
facility evacuated. it i's estimated that 29 millicuries of activation and

mixed fission products were released during the spill. The material was

released into a controlled area. There were no environmental releases,
Negative pressure was maintained during the event. The HVAC system was shut
down after the release as was the thermal system to the process vessel.
During the investigation. five individuals were slightly contaminated as
confirmed by nasal swipes. Invivo counting of these inydivi als will be

conducted on Wednesday. May 23 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
Temperatures in the area have now decreased enough for personnel to enter
and make a physical evaluation. Video cameras recorded the event and it is
believed at this time that the vessel was overpressurized. A complete
investigation and root cause analysis will be performed by the licensee to

determine the cause of the event.



June 27, 2001

PREUMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE PNO-II-01-018A

This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of possible safety or public interest
significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically all that is
known by Region II staff (Atlanta, Georgia) on this date.

Facility Licensee Emergency Classification

Studsvik Processing Facility Notification of Unusual Event
Alert

Erwin, Tennessee Site Area Emergency
Dockets/License: TN-R-86011 General Emergency

X Not Applicable

SUBJECT: UPDATE OF SITE CONTAMINATION EVENT

On May 21, 2001, the NRC Operations Center was notified by the State of Tennessee Division of Radiological
Health (DRH) that a spill of approximately 29 millicuries of activation and mixed fission products had occurred
at the licensee's facility on May 18, 2001. The licensee was authorized for the receipt, possession,
processing, storage, handling and shipment of radioactive waste resins under a Tennessee Agreement State
license. The licensee completed their review and evaluation of the event and provided a written report to DRH
on June 14, 2001.

In summary, the contamination was contained within the'vault at the 85' and 95' elevations of the facility. After
the initial response to the event, decontamination efforts began. On May 24, 2001, the decontamination was

*completed. Five minor personnel contamination events occurred which were related to the event. Bioassays
of the individuals included nasal swabs, whole body counts and urinalyses, resulting in a maximum calculated
committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE) of 21.4 millirem (compared to the occupational limit of
5,000 millirem). No contamination from this event was measured outside the facility.

The event occurred due to a small pinhole leak in a non-utilized nozzle on the bottom of the primary process
vessel. Root cause analysis by the licensee determined that the leak was caused by the fluidization nozzles
associated with the affected vessel becoming plugged, eventually eroding through the vessel at the non-
utilized nozzle. The licensee repaired the damage and reinspected the entire vessel before placing it back into
service.

The licensee took other corrective actions to prevent recurrence including installation of remote monitors,
catch containments, and additional modifications and computer control measures were installed to mitigate
future fluidization gas nozzle/distributor plugging.

The plant resumed operations on June 6, 2001, after completion of all recovery and repair operations.

This information presented herein has been discussed with the State and is current as of 10:30 a.m.,
Wednesday, June 27, 2001.

CONTACT: Jay L. Henson
404-562-4731

Bryan A. Parkerb 404-562-4728

,,2,oo/ -o d -2- 7



May 22, 2001

O PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE PNO-II-01-018
This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of possible safety or public interest
significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation, and is basically all that is
known by Region II staff (Atlanta, Georgia) on this date.

Facility

Studsvick Processing Facility

Erwin, Tennessee
Dockets/License: TN-R-86011

Licensee Emergency Classification

Notification of Unusual Event
Alert
Site Area Emergency
General Emergency

X Not Applicable

Subject: REPORT OF SITE CONTAMINATION

On May 21, 2001, the NRC Operations Center was notified by the State of Tennessee Division of Radiological
Health (DRH) that a spill had occurred at the licensee's facility on May 18, 2001. The licensee was authorized
for the receipt, possession, processing, storage, handling and shipment of radioactive waste resins under a
Tennessee Agreement State license. During routine operations at the facility, approximately four cubic feet of
waste material was spilled from one of the process vessels, reportedly due to overpressurization of the vessel.
The vessel was shut down and the facility evacuated. It was estimated that 29 millicuries of activation and
mixed fission products were released during the spill. The material was released into a controlled area. There
were no environmental releases. The building remained at a negative pressure relative to the environment
during the event. The HVAC system was shut down after the spill, as was the thermal system to the process
vessel.

During the initial response and investigation of the event, five individuals (license employees) were slightly
contaminated as confirmed by nasal swipes. In-vivo counting of these individuals was planned for
Wednesday, May 23, 2001, at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Temperatures in the area have now decreased
enough for personnel to enter and make a thorough physical evaluation. Video cameras recorded the event.
A complete investigation and root cause analysis will be performed by the licensee to determine the cause of
the event. On May 22, 2001, the Tennessee DRH issued a press release and dispatched an inspector to the
site to investigate the event and the licensee's response.

Region II received initial notification of this occurrence by the NRC Headquarters Operations Center. This
information presented herein has been discussed with the State and is current as of 10:30 a.m. on May 22,
2001.

CONTACT: Jay L. Henson
404-562-4731

Bryan A. Parker
404-562-4728

3 •

2
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Production stoppage at Studsvik's Erwin facility
2001-05-28 00:00

On Friday 12 May there was a minor Ieakage in one of the process systems at Studsvik's facility in

Erwin, USA. All the safety systems at the facility functioned as planned when this occurred. No-one

was harmed as a result of the leakage and there was no radioactive release to the environment.

The facility will be shut down for about four weeks for repairs before production can be resumed.

During this period other maintenance work that was planned for later will also be carried out.

The Erwin facility is designed to use volume reduction to enable safer and more economical final

disposal of radioactive ion exchange resins from the American nuclear power industry. The facility is

based on unique technology developed by Studsvik and is the only one of its kind in the world.

The incident has been reported to the American regulatory agency, the US Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, NRC.

For further information please contact:

Carsten Olsson, President and Chief Executive Officer of Studsvik AB,

tel 0155-22 10 20 or mobile 0709-677 020

Thomas Backteman, Senior Vice President for Communications and Investor Relations of Studsvik AB

0155-22 10 66 or mobile 0709-677 066

IR and Press

Financial Targe,

Events

Press
Press Release

Studsvik New,

Image Archive

Other News

Reports

Financial Statisti

The Studsvik Sh

Acquisitions

General Meeting
Shareholders

ttp://www.studsvik.se/index.php?p=ir&s=press&t=detail&lana=en&id= 1 200R ý ̂ "
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Studsvik Presenting Annual Accounts Data Earlier
2007-01-17 17:15

The Board of Directors of Studsvik AB has decided to bring forward the publication of the main

features of the next year-end press release for 2006. The measure is due to an unplanned

production stoppage in the Group's waste treatment facility In Erwin which has had a negative
impact on earnings.

There was an unplanned production stoppage in the Group's waste treatment facility in Erwin in
October with financial consequences in November and December. The stoppage has affected

operating profit negatively by about SEK 12 million.

In response to this the Board of Directors of Studsvik AB has decided to publish a summary of the year-

end financial statements for 2006, despite the fact that they have not been adopted or audited.

The preliminary 2006 operating profit for the Group is about SEK 71 million. The Board of Directors

* made the following statement concerning the outlook for 2006 in the third quarter interim report:

"The assessment of the outlook for 2006 made in the interim report for the second quarter 2006 is

unchanged. Accordingly, the overall assessment is that the operating profit for the Group for 2006 will

be somewhat lower than for 2005. Financial expenses are expected to increase and, therefore, profit

before tax is expected to be lower than the previous year. (Comparative figures for 2005 refer to the

Group including discontinued operations.)

SEK thousands Jan-Dec 2006 Jan-Dec 2005
Continuing Including discontinued
operations operations

Net sales for 1,219.0 1,088.3 1,116.5
the Group
Operating profit 71.0 78.8 92.4
Profit before 56.0 76.2 89.8
tax

The stoppage at the end of October was caused by a filter breakdown, which enforced a two-week

closedown of the facility. To start with, the damage was assessed as limited. However, an unforeseen

consequence of the stoppage was a negative effect on production in November and December. This
meant that margins fell drastically during that period.

The technical faults at the Erwin facility have been dealt with. All costs of the stoppage are charged to

06.

"'Unfortunately technical faults occur and we can never fully protect ourselves from them. A rapid review

of the facility's control and reporting is now in progress and we are implementing a number of changes

nttp://www.studsvik.se/index.t~hn?iy-ir&4;--n-rea-,pt-A tqilklp(=pk;,= 1 A,;Q'O7 1)% t"% % ^^^7
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to prevent similar problems in the future." says Studsvik's CEO Magnus Groth in a comment on the
stoppage.

."The rest of Studsvik's operations, including RACE, which was acquired by Studsvik in May, are
developing in accordance with our expectations," continues Magnus Groth.

A full year-end press release will be published as announced on 15 February.

For further information please contact:

Magnus Groth, President and Chief Executive Officer, cell phone
+46 709 67 70 86
Jerry Ericsson, Chief Financial Officer and Vice President, telephone
+46 155 22 10 32, cell phone +46 709 67 70 32.

Facts about Studsvik
Studsvik is a leading service supplier to the international nuclear industry. The company has almost a
half century's experience of nuclear technology and radiological services. Studsvik addresses a market
in strong growth with specialized services in four Strategic Business Areas: Operating Efficiency and
Safety, Service and Maintenance, Waste Treatment and Decommissioning. Studsvik has 1,400
employees in 7 countries and the company's shares are listed on the Nordic Stock Exchange,
Stockholm, MidCap.

Legal & Privacy
Sitemap
P6 svenska
Print

Date: 2007-03-02 15:00 +I-SEK: -11.00 +1- %: -4.01 Bid: 262.00 Ask: 268.00 Last: 263.00 High: 271.50 Low: 263.00 Volume: 8ý

ittp//w w~stdsvk~s/indx~nn~nir~tc:=ri-c~er~fJtý;l~l--- . .1A-1 nrý('ý



28 Operative segments- USA

USA

On the North American market, Studsvik is primarily engaged in waste treatment in the USA,
where it is the second largest supplier and leader in the treatment of radioactive waste.
The business also involves a substantial element of transportation and logistical services,
associated with the waste treatment.

Lewis Johnson,
head of segment USA.

Business overview
In North America, Studsvik markets its

services primarily to the commercial nuclear
industry in the USA. It also has customers in
research, at state and other institutions in

the USA, and nuclear power producers in
Canada. Studsvik owns facilities in Memphis
and Erwin, both in Tennessee. Sales are domi-
nated by three of Studsvik's key offerings:

o Treatment of radioactive waste.
o Waste management services at customers.
o Transport and logistics.

The logistics business uses a fleet of more
than 60 vehicles with the capacity and
competence to transport radioactive materi-
als. The Erwin facility processes wet, low- and
intermediate-level radioactive waste from
operating nuclear power plants utilising
Studsvik's patented pyrolysis technology,
known as THORsM. The Memphis facility treats

other organic waste and metallic waste.
The services of the waste treatment units

using Studsvik's THORsM method are market-
ed to the federal market in the USA by THOR
Treatment Technologies (TTT), in which

Studsvik and Washington Group each have a
50 per cent interest.

Studsvik's software business also has
important functions in the USA, which are
reported in the section on Global Services.

Comments on developments
The business in Erwin made further good
progress with high capacity utilisation and

healthy margins, despite some operating
disturbances at the beginning the year.

Upgrading of the facility at the end of 2006,
together with sales campaigns, were among
the factors enabling the business at Erwin to
report its best full-year result ever. The busi-

ness carried on at Memphis in waste treat-

ment and logistics noted low profitability.
Persistent stiff competition meant that prices
were still depressed and that higher costs
had to be incurred on defending the compa-
ny's market position..

The income was generated fairly evenly
by Erwin and Memphis, of which the latter
includes the logistics and transport lines of
business.

The intense competition has highlight-
ed the fact that the customer can choose
between treating waste or storing it un-
treated.

Year-end order books were well filled as
far as the Erwin business is concerned, but
unsatisfactory in the case of Memphis.

THOR Treatment Technologies developed
according to plan with a positive cash flow.
In the fourth quarter, TTT received an order
worth MUSD 7.5 from the US DepartmnpLof 9'
Energy. The contract extends over 22 months
during which TTT will demonstrate THOR's
a ility to treat high-level radioactive waste.,
TTT's result is stated in accordance with the
equity method and is expected to make a
positive contribution to the Studsvik Group's
result once the accumulated losses have
been worked off.

Business developments in 2007
The business is characterised by a concen-
tration of resources in response to the stiff
competition on the market. The organisa-
tion has been developed and strengthened,
marketing drives and ventures were carried
out, as were some investments in product
development in order to raise productivity
and the value of the customer offering. A
new management team was appointed at
the beginning of the year to put the business
in the right shape to face the competition.
Lewis Johnson was appointed president
and he then appointed a new management

STUDSVIK AB (PUBL) ANNUAL REPORT 2007
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managers.

Memphis
The Memphis facility is mainly engaged in the
treatment of only dry, metallic radioactive
waste. Technical developments have enabled
the facility to treat two reactor vessel heads
from the Calvert Cliffs nuclear power plant
and one from the nuclear power plant at St
Lucie, from which a pressure tank was also
treated. This is the first time ever that such
components have been treated in the USA.

Apart from the application of Studsvik's
proprietary technology, systematic measures
have already been going on relating to the
transfer of technology from other industries
that can minimise the volumes of waste the
customer has to send to final storage.
A local rail siding has been installed, which
will provide the facility with a direct link
to the rail network. Studsvik now employs
60 trucks in its logistical operations, which
primarily serve the needs of Studsvik's own
facilities. Its sophisticated specialist expertise
in the transportation of hazardous materi-
als is also made available as an independent
service to the nuclear industry.

The Erwin facility treats wet radioactive
waste from the commercial nuclear power
industry. Important key components were
replaced in connection with the shutdown
at the end of 2006, maintenance measur-
es were carried out and several technical
improvements were made. The measures
have improved the facility's efficiency and
margins, ensured its operating reliability, and
minimised the risk of outages.

The unit had a healthy level of capacity
utilisation and a firm order situation last
year. A new technique for spray drying raised
productivity and opened new scope for
the treatment of new types of waste at the
facility.

A co-operation agreement was signed in
September with Waste Control Specialists

-5
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Key figures

Net sales, MSEK

Share of Group sales, %

Operating profit, MSEK

Operating margin, %

Fixed capital expenditure, MSEK

Average no. of employees

2007

427.7

32.5

6.3

1.5

21.4

234

2006

364.3

29.9

11.4

3.1

288.8

199
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(WCS). Provided the necessary licences can
be obtained this will open up an entirely new
market for the storage of Class B and Class C
waste. According to the agreement, Studsvik
will offer waste treatment and stabilisation
and WCS will provide storage for Class B/C
waste at its repository in Texas.

Threats and opportunities
Studsvik is technical leader in the treatment
of radioactive waste and has enjoyed consid-
erable commercial success for many years by
stabilising and reducing the volume of the
customers' radioactive waste. At present
radioactive waste is being sent for storage
without any measures in contrast to treating
it, which would result in better overall long-
term economy, minimise the impact of the
business on the environment and improve
safety. In the short term this represents a
serious commercial threat. Studsvik must
therefore, by continuing with its technical
development and marketing activities,
become even better at demonstrating the
superiority of the treatment option in terms
of economic benefit as well as environmental
sustainability.

The intention of the power sector to expand
its nuclear power production, not least,
means that the industry needs to adopt a
sustainability perspective, for example by
telling the public that it takes responsibility
for its impact on the environment.

The closure of the Barnwell final reposi-
tory will make it even harder than in the past
to store intermediate-level radioactive waste,
which means there is a risk that reactor
owners will have to store untreated waste
at their own facilities. However, it may turn
out that Studsvik's agreement with WCS will
mean that a third option becomes feasible,
by which Studsvik can offer customers a stor-
age solution at WC S for waste that has been
treated by Studsvik. Provide the business
gets all the necessary licences, this will be an
important opportunity for the future.

The agreement will also open up oppor-
tunities to do business with those companies
that have so far stored their waste at Barn-
well, but which are not at present customers
of Studsvik's. Finally, the agreement will
also provide new business openings for the
logistics business.

New technology changes attitudes
towards large components in the USA
Studsvik has processed two large reactor
vessel heads from the Calvert Cliffs nuclear
power plant. This is the first time in the
history of the USA that components of this
size have been treated. In less than 100
working days, Studsvik's team reduced the
volume of the two immense components
and the accompanying scrap metal by no
less than 50 per cent. The measure will
facilitate waste storage and reduce the
customer's costs. The project began in
2006 by separating one of the vessel heads
during the first of two planned shutdowns.
The vessel head was then stood on its
end pending the arrival of a vehicle to
remove it. Studsvik dismantled the ancillary
components and fittings, and filled ten
containers with miscellaneous metal scrap.

In May 2007, Studsvik's team returned
to dismantle the second vessel head, which
resulted in another 25 well-filled contain-
ers. Then both vessel heads were trans-
ported, mainly by sea. The shipment from
Calvert Cliffs to the terminal at Memphis
took three weeks. Once in Memphis the
enormous vessel heads were driven the
final stage on Studsvik's specially designed
truck-trailers for heavy goods.
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Nuclear Fuel Services

Nuclear Fuel Services

May 2002

In late May and early June, 2002, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. contracted with SRA to perform
radiological survey of the 5-acre site that will be the location of the BLEU Complex. This facility
produce blended low-enriched uranium (BLEU) from surplus highly-enriched uranium for use
Brown's Ferry Plant. The survey utilized a large complement of 14 radiation detectors mounted Al
4-wheel drive truck. The detectors included spectrometers, position-sensitive beta detectors ,*-
several instruments to measure various components of the background. The contaminants of conce•,W"
included twelve nuclides derived from uranium at arbitrary enrichments, thorium, Tc-99, and tra.,5
uranic nuclides. One of the significant challenges of this survey was to account for the highly vane b I .-
exposure rates from the adjoining Studsvik Processing Facility (SPF).

Contact:

Emily Scheueman, Nuclear Fuel Services, (423) 743-9141 x1294

I ofl1 12/31/2008 10:36 AM
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Studsvik negotiates co-operation in the DOE market
2002-05-22 17:03

Studsvik AB and a major American company are in the final phase of negotiating a co-operation to
utilize Studsvik's THOR technology on waste materials which are in the possession of the U.S.
Govemment including U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).

Studsvik is already, through it's Erwin facility, established in the U.S. market for treatment of radioactive
waste from commercial nuclear power plants.

For further information please contact:
Hans-Bertil Hbkansson, President and Chief Executive Officer,
phone +46 155 22 10 26 or +46 709 67 70 26
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Studsvik Acquires American Company RACE
2006-04-18 07:36

Studsvik has signed an agreement to acquire all shares in RACE
Holdings LLC, operating in the field of radioactive waste management
in the USA. The acquisition will almost double Studsvik's sales in
the Business Area Waste Treatment and give Studsvik an extra foothold
in the American market for radioactive waste.

'The American market is highly interesting for Studsvik, both in
terms of size and because of positive developments that create good
business opportunities. The acquisition of RACE puts Studsvik in a
very good position to grow, both in the commercial market and in the
federal market for treatment of so called legacy waste", comments
Studsvik's CEO Magnus Groth.

lnvitation to Press and Analyst Conference today, Tuesday April 18,
2006

On account of Studsvik's acquisition of the American company RACE,
Studsvik is holding a press and analyst conference today Tuesday
April 18, 11.30 a.m. at IVA Konferenscenter, Grev Turegatan 16
Stockholm, Wenstromrummet.

Preregistration on tel. +46 (0)155 - 22 16 42 or e-mail
eva-lena.lindgren@studsvik-se

For further information about the acquisition, please see the
attached file.

For further information, please contact:

Magnus Groth, tel: +46 (0)155 22 10 86
Mobile: +46-(0)709 67 70 86

iR and Press
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Press
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Carsten Olsson, Chief Executive Officer, Studsvik AB, +46-155-22 10 20 or +46-70-325 10 20

Marty Carson, President, Studsvik Inc, +1-803 781 70 00

Thomas Backteman, Senior Vice President, Communications and Investor Relations, Studsvik AB,

+46-155-22 10 66 or

+46-70-559 10 66
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STATE OF TENNESSEE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION

DIVISION OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
14th Floor L & C Tower, 401 Church Street, Nashville, TN 37243-0438

June 30, 2006 CERTIFIED MAIL: 7005 2570 0001 2277 427
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

George M. Hill, Manager
Studsvik Processing Facility, iLC
151 T. C. Runion Road
Erwin, TN 37650

RE: 86-0054

PAYMENT OF ANNUAL EMISSIONS FEE

Dear Mr. Hill:

The annual emissions fee is based on a source's allowable emissions as defined ini Subparagraph (2)(d) of the Division of Air Pollution
Control's Chapter 1200-3-26, Administrative Fees Schedule. You may contact us at the address above for a copy of the rule. The appropriate
annual emissions fee for minor sources in operution on or after July !, 1993, shall be calculated at an emission fee rate of $12.50 per ton of
allowable emissions of regulated pollutants.

This amount due must be received no later than November 1, 2006 to avoid penalty and interest. Please make your check payable to the
State of Tennessee, Treasurer, and mail your payment in the envelope provided. Please include your company name and reference number
(RE: 86-0054) or the yellow copy of this letter with your payment to the address shown above. Your annual emissions tee, based on the
enclosed Fee Emissions By Plant, has been calculated on 105.9 tons per year of regulated pollutants, and the annual emissions fee due is
S1,323.75. See calculation below:

P [ADJUSTED EMISSIONS = TOTAL EMISSIONS - (CO * EXEMPT EMISSIONS)
(ANNUAL EMISSIONS FEE - RATE X ADJUSTED EMISSIONS (4,000 ton capipollutant)]
(Fee is based on allowable emissions as shown below.)

TONS PER YEAR (TPY) ALLOWABLE EMISSIONS

PART VOC S02 NOX CO MISC HAPS EXEMPT TOTALS
23.6 6.1 38.5 30.2 36,8 0.0 7.5 0.0 142.7

The formula to calculate the fee per 1200-3-26-.02(6)(e) is as follows: PLEASE SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR PERMIT UNITS

142.7 TPY - (36.8 CO+ 0.0 EXEMPT) - 105,9 TPY X $12.50 = $1,323.75

New sources with construction permit expiration dates prior to this bill due date may be included in this billing on the assumption that
operation will commence prior to that date. If you feel that your fee assessment is incorrect for this or any other reason, or if you would like to
discuss lowering your fee by lowering your allowable emissions, an informal meeting can be arranged. PLEASE NOTE! that this meeting must
be requested in writing at least 90 DAYS PRIOR TO November 1, 2006, as per I 200-3-26-.02(3) GOneral Provisions (d). After the terms are
reached or the corrections are made, a new assessment or agreement letter will be mai!ed.

If you have any questions regarding your annual emissions fee, please contact Janna Barton of our staff at (615) 532-0553.

Sincerely,

SBarry R. Stephens, P.E.
Technical Secretary
Tennessee Air Pollution Control Board

c: Johnson City Field Office
ENCLOSURES
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Air-Pollution Construction Air Permit Application for a
Minor Source

Project 4010:
Licensing Phase
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Studsvik, Inc
100 Nolichuckey Road

Erwin, TN 37650
Phone: (423) 735-6300
FAX: (423) 743-0794



AIR POLLUTION CONSTRUCTION PERMIT APPLICATION W

For

LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE INCINERATOR

WITH HIGH EFFICENCY WET SCRUBBER AND WASTE WATER
TREATMENT SYSTEMS

Prepared For

STUDSVIK, Inc.

151 T.C. RUNNION ROAD

ERWIN, TENNESSEE 37650

Prepared By

GROVE SCIENTIFIC & ENGINEERING COMPANY
6140 EDGEWATER DRIVE

SUITE F

ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32810

(407) 298-2282

Project #332400

AUGUST 2006

www.grovescientific.com
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SECTION 1.0

Facility Description and Controls

1.1 SERVICE DESCRIPTION

SPF provides waste processing services to radioactive waste generators. This material is

typically shipped by truck in large cargo containers.

1.2 BUILDINGS

The SPF facility is located at 151 T. C. Runnion Rd. Erwin, Tennessee. The processing building

is approximately 35,000 square feet. A 6,000 square foot storage building is adjacent to the

facility. A property sketch is enclosed with this application.

1.3 SECURITY & FIRE PROTECTION

The SPF facility is surrounded by a security fence, surveillance cameras both outside and inside

the facility and is protected by a centrally monitored fire system. The SPF is monitored 24-hours

per day, 7 days per week with SPF personnel. A fire station is located less than 1/4 mile from

the facility on T. C. Runnion Rd.

1.4 MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

In addition to the fire station mentioned above, there is a hospital located less than 2 miles from

the SPF.

1.5 DOSE LIMITS TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC

SRPAR 1200-2-5-.60, restricts the Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE) to individual

members of the general public from our licensed operations to 100 mrem/year. However, SPF is

allowed an annual limit of 500 mrem/yr at the boundary of the facility restricted area. This

allowance is based upon the assumption of a maximum occupancy factor of 20 %. In addition,

the radiation dose in any unrestricted area cannot exceed 2 mrem in any 1 hour.



To measure the Deep Dose Equivalent (DDE) component of the TEDE the perimeter of the

restricted area is monitored with OSL's (Optically Stimulated Luminescent) to ensure that the

annual limit is met. These OSL's are normally read monthly. Dose rate surveys of the perimeter

are also conducted as needed to ensure that the dose rates in the unrestricted areas adjacent to the

perimeter remain below 2 mrem/hour. Appendix E depicts the SPF facility showing

environmental TLD locations.

The Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE) component of the TEDE is continuously

monitored by sampling the facilities air effluents. These samples are collected and analyzed

weekly.



SECTION 2.0

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Environmental contamination surveys consist of determining the amount of contamination that

may be leaching into the environment by acquiring soil samples from various areas around the

facility. Locations demonstrating contamination levels greater than five picocuries per gram (>5

pCi/g) above natural background will be remediated. This sampling is performed annually.

2.2 POSTINGS

Areas of the facility are posted in accordance with Table 4.1 to alert personnel to the presence of

external radiation, radioactive contamination, and/or radioactive materials. Other postings may

be used in addition to those in the table.

* Radiological postings shall display the standard radiation symbol of three-bladed design using

the colors magenta, purple, or black on a yellow background.

2.3 RADIOLOGICALLY CONTROLLED AREA PROHIBITIONS

To prevent the accidental ingestion or inhalation of radioactive contaminants, eating, drinking,

chewing gum or tobacco, application of cosmetics, and smoking are prohibited within the

radiologically controlled area.

2.4 HIGH RADIATION AREA ACCESS CONTROL

High radiation areas (HRA) shall be locked, except when access to the area is required. If access

to the area is required, the radiation safety staff will review the intended work scope and area

surveys to make recommendations on limiting exposure before granting access.



Personnel requiring HRA access will be required to wear an electronic pocket dosimeter or
2

pocket ion chamber in addition to their OSL.

Table 2-1

Summary of Posting Requirements

Area Criteria Posting

Radiation Area Radiation levels (mRem/h) >5 to <100 @ 30 cm "Caution - Radiation Area"

from the source or from any surface that the

radiation penetrates.

High Radiation Radiation levels (mRemlh) > 100 @ 30 cm "Caution - High Radiation

Area from the source or from any surface that the Area"

radiation penetrates.

Contaminated Area Greater than any value in Chapter 11 table. "Caution - Contaminated

Area"

Radioactive 10 times the quantity specified in SRPAR "Caution - Radioactive

Material Schedule RIS 8-31. Materials"

Airborne Exceed DAC's specified in SRPAR Schedule "Caution - Airborne

Radioactive RHS 8-30 or individual present in area without Radioactivity Area"

Material respiratory protective equipment could exceed,
during the hours an individual is present in a

week, an intake of 0.6% of the ALl or 12 DAC-

hours.



SECTION 3.0
PROPOSED INCINERATOR AND SCRUBBER

3.1 BACKGROUND AND GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Studsvik, Inc. is proposing to install a small radiological waste incinerator at their Erwin facility

(SPF - Studsvik Processing Facility). The incinerator will process low level radioactive waste

composed of paper, plastic, wood, animal carcasses, waste EDTA and lubrication oil. The

proposed incinerator is a Texas Incinerator Co., Inc. Custom Model C-200 with a maximum

waste charging rate of 2.4 MMBTU/hr. Detailed design criteria (Attachment A) and drawings

(Attachment B) are attached to this application. The primary chamber has been oversized to

provide a design heat release of 12,400 BTU/cf with complete waste bum-down and a secondary

chamber residence time in excess of I second at 1850 degrees F. The secondary chamber will be

equipped with a thermocouple and chart recorder to continuously measure and record the exit

temperature of the secondary chamber. The purpose of the incinerator is to reduce the volume of

the radiological waste.

The radiological waste incinerator is designed to incinerate primarily radioactive waste

including, pathological waste (animal carcasses), contaminated wood, paper, plastic, waste

EDTA and lubricants (oil). The incinerator is designed for the following waste inputs; maximum

design rate of 29 lbs/hr animals, 160 lbs/hr oil, and 10 lbs/hr of wood with a total heat input of

2.4 MMBTU/hr of waste and fuel. The fuel value of the oil is estimated by the incinerator

manufacturer to range from 18,500 to 150,000 BTU/lb and should result in the incinerator self

sustaining combustion in the primary chamber with the occasional use of natural gas. The

primary chamber is designed for a total heat release of 12,400 BTU/cf with a chamber volume of

190 cf. The secondary chamber is designed for a total gas residence time of 1.48 seconds at 1850

degree F and has a chamber volume of 146 CF.

3.2 ENVITECH SCRUBBER

The exhaust gases from the incinerator will be controlled by an Envitech Model FC2B Flux

Force Condensing Incinerator Gas Cleaning System (a high efficiency wet scrubber and acid gas

neutralizer). The scrubber water will be evaporated in an Envitech Model EC 100 scrubber

water evaporator system rated at 100 GPH. This configuration will result in a zero discharge



pollution control system. Drawings (Attachment C) and specifications (Attachment D) are

enclosed. The solids from the scrubber and the residuals and ash from the incinerator will be

collected, properly packaged for shipping and disposal to an approved radiological waste

disposal facility.

The scrubber is designed with final filtration systems equipped as follows; one (1) side access,

three stage filter housing to clean 2,200 CFM at 1300 F. The housing will not be bag in / bag out

construction. The housing will be manufactured by Flanders / CSC (or equivalent) and will be

one filter high by two filters wide. There will be tracks for 2" deep 25-30% ASHRAE prefilters,

12" deep 95% ASHRAE intermediate filters and high capacity HEPA filters. The housing will

have doors for each filtration stage and will be constructed of 304 stainless steel. There will be a

weather cap for outside installation and (2) mounted magnahelic gauges. The prefilters will be

Camfil Farr type 30/30, the intermediate filters will be Camfil Farr type RF-200 and the HEPA

filter will be Camfil Farr type 1561.

This configuration of scrubber, final filtration system and evaporator act as a closed looped

system for near zero discharge of radioisotopes. The intermediate filters and HEPA filters are

designed to collect residual airborne radioac e particulates from the scrubber and evaporator

and act as a final polishing tem.

Emissions from the Envitech scrubber exceed the requirements for the Medical Waste NESHAP.

Emission summaries from recently tested units are enclosed in Attachment E. We are proposing

to use the secondary chamber temperature as the primary incinerator exhaust monitor, and the

scrubber pH, water and caustic flow rates and activated carbon usage rate as the primary

scrubber data record keeping method.

3.3 REGULATORY RULE APPLICABILITY ANALYSIS

We are proposing to use the emission limits from 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Ec for small (less than

200 lbs/hr) medical waste incinerators. The following emission limits are allowed and corrected

to 7% 02; Particulate matter = 0.03 gr/dscf; carbon monoxide = 40 ppm; dioxins/furans = 2.3

ng/dscm TEQ; HCl = 15 ppm or 99% reduction; S02 = 55 ppm; NOx = 250 ppmv; lead = 0.52

gr/1 000 dscf or 70% reduction; cadmium = 0.07 gr/1l 000 dscf or 65% reduction; and mercury =

0.24 gr/ 1000 dscf or 85% reduction.



The radioisotope emission limits are detailed in the NESHAPS requirements of 40 CFR. SPF

will request an amendment to their Radioactive Materials License No. R-8601 1 -K06, concurrent

with this application or seek a new license for this system. We have assumed that the State's

Division of Radiological Health will oversee the radiation safety approval and the Health

Department will oversee the non-radiation safety regulatory approval. However, we are prepared

to answer any questions on the radiologic aspects of the incinerator posed by the Department.

Radioactive contaminant monitoring equipment will be proposed to the State by SPF and may

change based on the State's response.

The proposed incinerator was originally permitted by Shelby County air permitting section in

accordance with 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ec, "Standards of Performance for

Hospital/Medical/Infectious Waste Incinerators for Which Construction is Commenced After

June 20, 1996". The reason we applied this NSPS to this small LLRWI was for several reasons;

1. The incinerator would process animal carcasses and pathological tissues.

2. 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart CCCC does not apply and references Subpart Ec for the

pathological waste.

3. A separate Rule under 40 CFR parts 60 or 63 or TDEC does not exist for LLRWI.

4. Subpart Ec is well defined and understood by the regulatory agency for compliance

purposes.

3.3.1 SUMMARY OF RULE REVIEW

The following rules in the current permit may still apply:

40 CFR 60 subpart Ec: (Medical Waste Incinerators NSPS-Federal Air Standards)

o 40 CFR 60.52c

o 40 CFR 60.54c

o 40CFR 60.55c

o 40 CFR 60.56c

* 40 CFR 60.57c



o 40 CFR 60.58c W

o 40 CFR 60.58c(c)

* Exemption from 40 CFR 63 subpart EEE (Hazardous Waste Incinerators NESHAP)

* 40 CFR 268 (land ban restrictions)

* 40 CFR 261 (hazardous waste disposal)

* 49 CFR 100-177 (transportation of hazardous waste)

9 49 CFR 172.101 (hazardous waste table)

• 10 CFR 20.2006 (manifests for shipping LLRAW)

0 NUREG-0722 (radiation regulations)

* TDEC Chapter 1200-2-5 (radiation dose limits)

The following rules in the current permit will no longer apply:

" City of Memphis Code Section 16-91.1, Reference 1200-3-25-.06

* City of Memphis Code Section 16-84

* City of Memphis Code Section 16-85, Reference 1200-3-10

" City of Memphis Code Section 16-87, Reference 1200-3-25-.09

" City of Memphis Code Section 16-87, Reference 1200-3-25-. 10

After performing searches through 40 CFR handbooks and google.com, it was found that no new

Federal air pollution rules apply at this time to LLRWI.

The State of Tennessee does not require a P.E. signature on the construction permit application

for a minor source.

3.3.2 DISCUSSION OF RULE REVIEW

This incinerator was permitted in Memphis in a similar manner to a medical waste incinerator.

Specifically, we negotiated with the City of Memphis to apply 40 CFR part 60, Subpart Ec; the

NSPS for medical waste incinerators. The reasons for this strategy was as follows:



1. There are no federal air rules in 40 CFR for LLRWI,

2. Animals and other radioactive pathological wastes were to be incinerated in this LLRWI,

3. Subpart Ec is well understood by the regulators and provides reasonable assurance that

the LLRWI will be well controlled and monitored, and

4. The equipment was designed to meet these requirements.

The City of Memphis has several medical waste incinerators to regulate so this was a

comfortable area for them. We propose the same strategy for the SPF location.

The incinerator was exempt from 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart EEE NESHAP for hazardous waste

combustors since no "hazardous waste" per 40 CFR Part 261 was being combusted. In the

construction permit application we provided a list of all waste that will be incinerated.

The list of waste proposed in the previous permit is as follows:

* . Paper

" Plastic

" Wood

" Animal carcasses and tissue

* Waste EDTA

* Lubricants

The City of Memphis codes will no longer apply. We researched Unicoi County and there is no

local environmental permitting agency for air pollution sources in the County. Permits will be

applied for through TDEC.



STATE OF TENNESSEE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION
DIVISION OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

IOT TO BE USED FOR TITLE V APPLICATIONS

)I

9th Floor, L & C Annex
401 Church Street
Nashville, TN 37243-1531
Telephone:( 615 ) 532-0554
FAX: (615)532-@0NOV 22 2006

PERMIT APPLICATION
APC 20

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT AND SUBMIT IN DUPLICATE FOR EACH EMISSION SOURCE. ATTACH APPROPRIATE SOURCE
DESCRIPTION FORMS.
1. ORGANIZATION'S LEGAL NAME / / / APC COMPANY-POINT NO.
Studsvik, Inc. FOR

2. MAILING ADDRESS (ST/RD/P.O. BOX) I I APC LOG/PERMIT NO.
151 T.C. Runnion Rd. APC

CITY STATE T-ZIP CODE PHONE WITH AREA CODE
Erwin TNN 37650 423-735-6300

3. PRINCIPAL TECHNICAL CONTACT PHONE WITH AREA CODE
Jeffrey A. Deeds, Director, SPF Regulatory Compliance 423-735-6300

4. SITE ADDRESS (ST/RD/HWY) COUNTY NAME
151 T.C. Runnion Rd Unicoi

CITY OR DISTANCE TO NEAREST TOWN ZIP CODE PHONE WITH AREA CODE
Erwin, TN 37650 423-735-6300

5. EMISSION SOURCE NO. (NUMBER WHICH UNIQUELY PERMIT RENEWAL
IDENTIFIES THIS SOURCE) YES ( ) NO (x)

001
6. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EMISSION SOURCE
The owners of Studsvik. Processing Facility, LLC has purchased Radiological Assistance, Consulting & Engineering (RACE), LLC of Memphis, TN who
owns a low-level radioactive waste incinerator (LLRWI) permitted by Shelby County, TN under construction permit 00928-001C. The LLRWI is
equipped with a high efficiency wet scrubber and waste water treatment system (evaporator) for near zero discharge of radioisotopes. The unit was
constructed but has never been started at the Memphis location. Studsvik is requesting a permit to relocate this incinerator, scrubber and evaporator to
their Erwin, TN facility. W

A detailed source description is attached to this application.

7. TYPE OF PERMIT REQUESTED

CONSTRUCTION STARTING DATE COMPLETION LAST PERMIT NUMBER EMISSION SOURCE REFERENCE NUMBER
DATE

(x) December 2006 December 2008 none 001
OPERATING DATE CONSTRU- DATE COMPLETED LAST PERMIT NUMBER EMISSION SOURCE REFERENCE NUMBER

CTION STARTED( )_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

LOCATION TRANSFER DATE LAST PERMIT NUMBER EMISSION SOURCE REFERENCE NUMBER
TRANSFER
(x) December 2006 (proposed) 00928-011C (Shelby Co) 001
ADDRESS OF LAST LOCATION

R.A.C.E., LLC 2550 Channel Ave, Memphis Tennessee, 38113
8. DESCRIBE CHANGES THAT HAVE BEEN MADE TO THIS EQUIPMENT OR OPERATION SINCE THE LAST CONSTRUCTION OR

OPERATING PERMIT APPLICATION.
None, the unit was constructed on President's Island in Memphis, TN in accordance with the plans and specifications approved by Shelby County.

(OVER)
CN-0730 RDA 12"1



APC 20

TABLE OF POLLUTION REDUCTION DEVICE OR METHOD CODES
(ALPHABETICAL LISTING)

O•TE: FOR CYCLONES, SETTLING CHAMBERS, WET SCRUBBERS, AND ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATORS. THE EFFICIENCY RANGES
-CýORRESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING PERCENTAGES:

HIGH: 95-99+%. MEDIUM: 80-95%. AND LOW: LESS THAN 80%.
IF THE SYSTEM HAS SEVERAL PIECES OF CONNECTED CONTROL EQUIPMENT, INDICATE THE SEQUENCE, FOR EXAMPLE:

008'010.97%.
IF NONE OF THE BELOW CODES FIT, USE 999 AS A CODE FOR OTHER AND SPECIFY IN THE COMMENTS.

N O EQ U IPM ENT .................................................................................... 000
ACTIVATED CARBON ADSORPTION ................................................. 048
AFTERBURNER-DIRECT FLAME ........................................................ 021
AFTERBURNER-DIRECT FLAME WITH HEAT EXCHANGER ........ 022
AFTERBURNER-CATALYTIC .............................................................. 019
AFTERBURNER-CATALYTIC WITH HEAT EXCHANGER .......... 020
ALKALIZED A LUM INA .......................................................................... 040
CATALYTIC OXIDATION-FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION ............. 039
CYCLONE-HIGH EFFICIENCY ............................................................. 007
CYCLONE-MEDIUM EFFICIENCY ...................................................... 008
CYCLONE-LOW EFFICIENCY .............................................................. 009
DUST SUPPRESSION BY CHEMICAL STABILIZERS

OR W E ITIN G AGENTS .................................................................... 062
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR-HIGH EFFICIENCY .................... 010
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR-MEDIUM EFFICIENCY ............. Oil
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR-LOW EFFICIENCY ..................... 012
FABRIC FILTER-HIGH TEMPERATURE ............................................. 016
FABRIC FILTER-MEDIUM TEMPERATURE ...................................... 017
FABRIC FILTER-LOW TEMPERATURE .............................................. 018
FABRIC FILTER-METAL SCREENS (COTTON GINS) ....................... 059
FLA R IN G .................................................................................................. 023
GAS ADSORPTION COLUMN-PACKED ..... ........ ................. 050

,AS ADSORPTION COLUMN-TRAY TYPE ....................... 051
,S SCRUBBER (GENERAL: NOT CLASSIFIED) .............................. 013

LIMESTONE INJECTION-DRY ........................................................... 041
LIMESTONE INJECTION-WET .......................................................... 042
LIQUID FILTRATION SYSTEM ........................................................... 049
MIST ELIMINATOR-HIGH VELOCITY ............................................... 014
MIST ELIMINATOR-LOW VELOCITY ............................................... 015
PRO C ESS C H AN G E ............................................................................... 046
PROCESS ENCLOSED ........................................................................... 054
PROCESS GAS RECOVERY .................................................................. 060
SETTLING CHAMBER-HIGH EFFICIENCY ........................................ 004
SETTLING CHAMBER-MEDIUM EFFICIENCY ................................. 005
SETTLING CHAMBER--LOW EFFICIENCY ......................................... 006
SPRAY TOWER (GASEOUS CONTROL ONLY) .................................. 052
SULFURIC ACID PLANT-CONTACT PROCESS............ ........... 043
SULFURIC ACID PLANT-DOUBLE CONTACT PROCESS ................ 044
SU LFU R PLA N T .................................................................................... 045
VAPOR RECOVERY SYSTEM (INCLUDING CONDENSERS,

HOODING AND OTHER ENCLOSURES) ...................... 047
VENTURI SCRUBBER (GASEOUS CONTROL ONLY) ....................... 053
WET SCRUBBER-HIGH EFFICIENCY ................................................. 001
WET SCRUBBER-MEDIUM EFFICIENCY .......................................... 002
WET SCRUBBER-LOW EFFICIENCY ................................................ 003
WET SUPPRESSION BY WATER SPRAYS ..................................... 061

TABLE OF EMISSION ESTIMATION METHOD CODES

NOT APPLICABLE EMISSIONS ARE KNOWN TO BE ZERO .... . .................................................. 0
EMISSIONS BASED ON SOURCE TESTING ..................................................................................................................... I
EMISSIONS BASED ON MATERIAL BALANCE USING ENGINEERING EXPERTISE AND KNOWLEDGE OF PROCESS ......................................... 2
EMISSIONS CALCULATED USING EMISSION FACTORS FROM EPA PUBLICATION NO. AP-42 COMPILATION OF

A IR PO LLU TAN T EM ISSIO N S FA C TO RS .......................... .............................................................................................................................................. 3
JU D G E M E N T ........................................................................... ...................................................................................................... ............................................. 4
EMISSIONS CALCULATED USING A SPECIAL EMISSION FACTOR DIFFERING FROM THAT IN AP-42 ...................................................................... 5
O T H E R (SPE C IF Y IN C O M M E N T S) .......................................................................................................................................................................................... 6



STATE OF TENNESSEE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION
DIVISION OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

1- 'OT TO BE USED FOR TITLE V APPLICATIONS•..j)

9th Floor, L & C Annex
401 Church Street
Nashville, TN 37243-1531
Telephone:(615) 532-055'A,,
FAX: (615) 532-06w

INCINERATOR
SOURCE DESCRIPTION APC 25

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT, SUBMIT IN DUPLICATE, AND AlITACH TO THE PERMIT APPLICATION.

1. ORGANIZATION NAME / / / APC COMPANY - POINT NUMBER
Studsvik, Inc. FOR

2. EMISSION SOURCE NUMBER (AS ON PERMIT APPLICATION) SIC CODE I/ / APC PERMIT! LOG NUMBER
001 APC

3. SOURCE LOCATION: LATITUDE LONGITUDE UTM VERTICAL UTM HORIZONTAL
36.128487 82.435615 3998.95 km N 17-370.81 km E

4. TYPE OF WASTE BURNED CHARGING RATE (POUNDS/HOUR) TONS BURNED PER YEAR
(USE CODE FROM TABLE ON BACK)

6 AVERAGE DESIGN
200 400 1752 maximum

5. INCINERATOR MANUFACTURER MODEL NUMBER DATE INSTALLED Not yet installed at this
Texas Incinerator Company, Inc. C-200 location. Installed at present location 2003

6. INCINERATOR TYPE: SINGLE CHAMBER MULTI-CHAMBER REFRACTORY AUXILIARY BURNERS
primary & secondary LINED Castible Primary and secondary burners

7. NORMAL HOURS / DAY DAYS / WEEK WEEKS / YEAR DAYS / YEAR
OPERATION: 24 7 52 365

8. PERCENT ANNUAL DEC. - FEB. MARCH - MAY JUNE - AUGUST SEPTEMBER - NOVEMBER
THROUGHPUT: 25 25 25 25

9. BURNER DATA: BURNER CAPACITY (BTU/HOUR) AIR FLOW (CFM) w

PRIMARY SECONDARY/AFTERBUR OVERFIRE UNDERFIRE
I mmbtu/hr N 5900 ACFM @ 1850 F total air volume

1 mm btu/hr I

DOES UNIT HAVE CONTROLLED OR STARVED AIR? YES XX NOE]
10. AUXILIARY FUEL PRIMARY FUEL TYPE (SPECIFY) STANDBY FUEL TYPE (SPECIFY)

DATA: Natural gasI none

FUEL ANNUAL HOURLY USAGE % SULFUR % ASH BTU VALUE FOR APC USE ONLY
USAGE CONTENT CONTENT OF FUEL (SCC CODE)

DESIGN AVG.

NATURAL GAS 106 CU FT CU FT CU FT BTUI/CU Fr

-1000 4160 225 / / / / / / / / 1,000
Max =2000

#2 FUEL OIL 10' GAL GAL GAL

LIQUID PROPANE 107 GAL GAL GAL BTUI/GAL

/ / // / / / / 85,000

OTHER (SPECIFY
TYPE & UNITS)

1I. STACK OR EMISSION HEIGHT ABOVE DIAMETER (FT) TEMPERATURE (0F) DISTANCE TO NEAREST
POINT DATA: GRADE (FT) PROPERTY LINE (FT)

001 79 2 120 151

DATA AT EXIT FLOW (ACTUAL FT /MIN) VELOCITY (FT/SEC) MOISTURE CONTENT (%)
CONDTONS 1452 14 6.7

DATA AT STANDARD FLOW RATE (DRY STANDARD CUBIC FEET PER MINUTE)
CONDITIONS

1236

(OVER)
CN-0743 (Rev. 3,96) RDA 1299



APC 25

12. AIR EMISSIONS (LB/HR) CONCENTRATION AVERAGE EMISSIONS CONTROL CONTROL
CONTAMINANTS EMISSIONS EST. METHOD DEVICES EFFICIENCY

AVERAGE MAXIMUM (TON/YEAR) (SEE NOTE 1) (NOTE 1) (%)
PARTICULATES 0.18 0.03 GR/DSCF @ 0.79 6 001,021, 99
(SEE NOTE 2) 7% oxygen 048

SULFUR 0.38 55 PPM @ 7% 1.66 6 001,021, 95
DIOXIDE oxygen 048

CARBON 0.12 40 PPM @ 7% 0.53 6 001,021, 95
MONOXIDE oxygen 048

ORGANIC Neg Neg PPM Neg 6 001,021, 99
COMPOUNDS 048

NITROGEN 1.25 250 PPM @ 7% 5.48 6 none 0
OXIDES oxygen

FLUORIDES Na Na PPM

OTHER See 6 001,021, 99
(SPECIFY) spreadsheet 048

Metals, D/F
13. SCRUBBER MANUFACTURER & MODEL NUMBER WATER FLOW (GALLONS / MINUTE) SCRUBBER PRESSURE DROP (INCHES

DATA: OF WATER)
Envitech Model FC2B high efficiency Approximately 4-5 43
wet scrubber

OTHER CONTROL (SPECIFY AND DESCRIBE)

14. INDICATE TYPE(S) OF MONITORING AND RECORDING INSTRUMENTS WHICH ARE INSTALLED/UTILIZED:

OPACITY MONITOR [] SO 2 MONITOR [7 NOx MONITOR [7 OTHER (SPECIFY IN COMMENTS) XX

'5. COMMENTS
A'he waste is a mixture of low-level radioactive wood, paper, plastic, waste EDTA, oil and pathological (carcasses and tissue) materials. The moisture
content of all but the pathological waste is expected to be less than 20%. The incinerator is equipped with a recorder to monitor secondary combustion
chamber temperature as well as process weight and scrubber parameters.

16.•NIJTURE

(II U LAO O0,--
DATE /

NOTE 1: REFER TO BACK OF PERMIT APPLICATION FORM (APC 20) FOR APPROPRIATE ESTIMATION METHOD AND CONTROL CODES
NOTE 2: A VALID STACK TEST OF PARTICULATE EMISSIONS FROM MANUFACTURER SHALL BE INCLUDED WITH APPLICATION
NOTE 3: EXIT GAS PARTICULATE CONCENTRATION UNITS: GRAINS PER DRY STANDARD CUBIC FOOT (AT 70' F)
NOTE 4: EXIT GAS CONCENTRATION UNITS: PARTS PER MILLION BY VOLUME (DRY BASIS)

TABLE OF CODES FOR "TYPE OF WASTE BURNED"

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS. USUAL SOURCE AND TYPICAL MOISTURE CONTENT

HIGHLY COMBUSTIBLE WASTE, PAPER, WOOD, CARDBOARD CARTONS, (INCLUDING UP TO 10% TREATED PAPERS,
PLASTIC OR RUBBER SCRAPS); FROM COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL SOURCES; 10% MOISTURE.
COMBUSTIBLE WASTE, PAPER, CARTONS, RAGS, WOOD SCRAPS, COMBUSTIBLE FLOOR SWEEPINGS, FROM: DOMESTIC,
COMMERCIAL, AND INDUSTRIAL SOURCES; 25% MOISTURE
RUBBISH AND GARBAGE, FROM: RESIDENTIAL SOURCES; 50% MOISTURE
PREDOMINANTLY ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE WASTE FROM: RESTAURANTS, HOTELS, MARKETS, INSTITUTIONAL,

'OMMERCIAL AND CLUB SOURCES; 70% MOISTURE
WRCASSES, ORGANS, SOLID ORGANIC WASTES, FROM: HOSPITALS, LABORATORIES, SLAUGHTERHOUSES, ANIMAL

JNDS, AND SIMILAR SOURCES; 85% MOISTURE
uASEOUS AND SEMI-LIQUID INDUSTRIAL PROCESS WASTE; VARIABLE MOISTURE. DESCRIBE IN DETAIL UNDER
COMMENTS.
SOLID AND SEMI-SOLID INDUSTRIAL PROCESS WASTE; VARIABLE MOISTURE. DESCRIBE IN DETAIL UNDER COMMENTS.

CODE

0

1

2
3

4

5

6



STATE OF TENNESSEE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION
DIVISION OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

NOT TO BE USED FOR TITLE V APPLICATIONS

9th Floor, L & C Annex
401 Church Street
Nashville, TN 37243-1531
Telephone:( 615) 532-0554
FAX: (615 ) 532-061@

EMISSION POINT DESCRIPTION
APC 22

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT AND SUBMIT IN DUPLICATE FOR EACH STACK OR EMISSION POINT.
ATTACH TO THE PERMIT APPLICATION.
1. ORGANIZATION NAME I/ APC COMPANY POINT NO.
Studsvik, Inc.

FOR

2. EMISSION SOURCE NO. (FROM APPLICATION) FLOW DIAGRAM POINT NUMBER / / / APC SEQUENCE NO.
001 001

3. LOCATION: 1 LATITUDE LONGITUDE UTM VERTICAL UTM HORIZONTAL
36.128487 82.435615 3998.95 km North 17-370.81 kin East

4. BRIEF EMISSION POINT DESCRIPTION (ATTACH A SKETCH IF APPROPRIATE): DISTANCE TO NEAREST
Discharge stack from scrubber is fiberglass reinforced plastic. Detailed specifications and drawings are attached to this PROPERTY LINE (FT)
application.

151 to west

COMPLETE LINES 5 AND 6 IF DIFFERENT FROM THAT ON THE PROCESS OR FUEL BURNING SOURCE DESCRIPTION (APC 21)

5. NORMAL HOURS/DAY DAYS/WEEK WEEK/YEAR DAYS/YEAR
OPERATION: 24 7 52 365

6. PERCENT ANNUAL DEC.-FEB. MARCH-MAY JUNE-AUG. SEPT.-NOV.
THROUGHPUT: 25 25 25 25

7. STACK OR EMISSION
POINT DATA:

HEIGHT ABOVE
GRADE (FT)

DIAMETER
(FT)

2

TEMPERATURE
('F)

120

% OF TIME
OVER 125°F

negligible

DIRECTION OF EXIT
(UP, DOWN OR
HORIZONTAL) up

W

79

DATA AT EXIT FLOW (ACTUAL VELOCITY MOISTURE MOISTURE
CONDITIONS: FT 3/MIN.) (FT/SEC) (GRAINS/FT 3) (PERCENT)

1452 14 na 6.7 (estimated)

DATA AT STANDARD FLOW (DRY STD. VELOCITY MOISTURE MOISTURE
CONDITIONS: FT3/MIN) (FT/SEC) (GRAINS/FT3 ) (PERCENT)

1236 13.7 na 6.7 (estimated)

8. AIR CONTAMINANTS ACTUAL EMISSIONS
EMISSIONS (LBS/HR) CONCENTRATION AVG. EMISSIONS EMISSIONS* CONTROL CONTROL
AVERAGE MAXIMUM (TONS/YR) EST. DEVICES* EFFICIENCY%

PARTICULATES 0.03 gr/dscf @ 7% 001,021,
0.18 oxygen 0.79 6 048 99

SULFUR 55 ppm@ 7% 001,021,
DIOXIDE 0.38 oxygen 1.66 6 048 95

CARBON 40ppm @ 7% 001,021,
MONOXIDE 0.12 oxygen 0.53 6 048 95

ORGANIC 001,021,
COMPOUNDS Negligible negligible negligible 6 048 99

NITROGEN 250 ppm@ 7% 001,021,
OXIDES 1.25 oxygen 5.48 6 048 0

FLUORIDES

OTHER( SPECIFY) See 001,021,
metals attached 6 048 99

OTHER( SPECIFY) 001,021,
D/F 6 048 99

'W
aissions were calculated by using the allowable limits as the emission factor

(,OVER)

CN-0742 (Rev. 9/92) RDA 1298



APC 22

9. CHECK TYPES OF MONITORING AND RECORDING INSTRUMENTS THAT ARE ATTACHED:
OPACITY MONITOR ( ), S02 MONITOR ( ), NOX MONITOR ( ), OTHER (SPECIFY IN COMMENTS) (x)

1 0. COMMENTS

,-ltudsvik is proposing to install a small radiological waste incinerator at their Erwin, TN facility. The
incinerator will process low level radioactive waste composed of paper, plastic, wood, animal carcasses, and
lubrication oil. The proposed incinerator is a Texas Incinerator Co., Inc. Custom Model C-200 with a maximum
charging rate of 2.4 MMBTU/hr. Detailed design criteria (Attachment A) and drawings (Attachment B) are
attached to this application. The primary chamber has been oversized to provide a design heat release of 12,400
BTU/cf with complete waste burn-down and a secondary chamber residence time in excess of 1 second at 1850
degrees F. The secondary chamber will be equipped with a thermocouple and chart recorder to continuously
measure and record the exit temperature of the secondary chamber. The purpose of the incinerator is to reduce
the volume of the radiological waste.

The exhaust gases from the incinerator will be controlled by a Envitech Model FC2B Flux Force Condensing
Incinerator Gas Cleaning System (a high efficiency wet scrubber and acid gas neutralizer). The scrubber water
will be evaporated in an Envitech Model EC 100 scrubber water evaporator system rated at 100 GPH. The
scrubber consists of acid neutralization, carbon injection and final HEPA filtration. This configuration will
result in a near-zero discharge pollution control system. Drawings (Attachment C) and specifications
(Attachment D) are enclosed. The solids from the scrubber and the residuals and ash from the incinerator will
be collected, properly packaged for shipping and disposal to an approved radiological waste disposal facility.

Emissions from the Envitech scrubber exceed the requirements for the Medical Waste NESHAP. Emission
summarizes from recently tested units are enclosed in Attachment F. We are proposing to use the secondary

* -hamber temperature as the primary incinerator exhaust monitor, and the scrubber pH, water and caustic flow
;tes and activated carbon usage rate as the primary scrubber data record keeping method. Ambient air samples

at the property lines will be sampled and analyzed for monitoring radiation emitted from the system. Emissions
are calculated in the attached spreadsheet and based on 8760 hrs/yr.

We are proposing to use the emission limits from 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Ec for small (less than 200 lbs/hr)
medical waste incinerators. The following emission limits are allowed per the rule and are corrected to 7% 02;
Particulate matter = 0.03 gr/dscf; carbon monoxide = 40 ppm; dioxins/furans = 2.3 ng/dscm TEQ; HCI = 15
ppm or 99% reduction; S02 = 55 ppm; NOx = 250 ppmv; lead = 0.52 gr/1 O00dscf or 70% reduction; cadmium
= 0.07 gr/lOOOdscf or 65% reduction; and mercury = 0.24 gr/lOOOdscf or 85% reduction.

The radioisotope emission limits are detailed in the State of Tennessee's "Standards for Protection Against
Radiation", schedule RHS 8-30, Table II, Column 1. Studsvik will request an amendment to their Radioactive
Materials License, concurrent with this application. We have assumed that the State's Division of Radiological
Health will oversee the radiation safety approval and the TDEC will oversee the non-radiation regulatory
approval. However, we are prepared to answer any questions on the radiological aspects of the incinerator
posed by the Department. Radioactive contaminant monitoring equipment will be proposed to the State by
Studsvik and may change based on the State's response.

1 ISIGNATURE DATE

. REFER TO THE BACK OF THE PERMIT APPLICATION FORM FOR ESTIMATION METHOD AND CONTROL DEVICE CODES.
EXIT GAS PARTICULATE CONCENTRATION UNITS: PROCESS- GRAINS/DRY STANDARD FT3 (70°F); WOOD FIRED BOILERS -

GRAINS/DRY STANDARD FT3 (70*F); ALL OTHER BOILERS - LBS/MILLION BTU HEAT INPUT.
* EXIT GAS SULFUR DIOXIDE CONCENTRATIONS UNITS: PROCESS -PPM BY VOLUME, DRY BASES; BOILERS - LBS/MILLION BTU HEAT

INPUT.
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6TUDSVIK PROCESSING FACILITY, L.L.C. PROJECT 02
N2
C02
H20

GAS FLOW RATE....
1236 DSCFM % 02 DRY= 12.89
2102 DSCMH % MOISTURE= 6.70

ASSUMED
LIMIT VALUE AT

POLLUTANT 7%02, DRY 12.9% 02, DRY UNITS
PM 0.05 0.029 GRPDSCF
CO 40 23.0 PPM
DIOXINIFURAN 2.3 1.3 NG/DSCM
HCI 100 57.6 PPM
S02 55 31.7 PPM
NOX (N02) 250 143.9 PPMV
LEAD 0.52 0.299 GR/DSCF
CADMIUM 0.07 0.040 GR/DSCF
MERCURY 0.24 0.138 GR/DSCF

LB/IR
794

4429
421
249

%02=
%02 DRY=

LB/CF
0.0819
0.0717
0.1127
0.0481

12.03
12.89

CF/HR
9694.75

61771.27
3735.581
5401.302

80602.9

DENSITY @ STP, LB/SCF POLLUTANT FLOW RATE, LB/HR
N/A 0,30

0.0717 0.12
N/A 6.13E-09

0.0896 0.38
0.164 0.38
0.118 1.26

N/A 3.17
N/A 0.43
N/A 1.46

TPY AT
8760 HR/YR

1.34
0.54

2.68E-08
1.68
1.69
5.51

13.89
1.87
6.41
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Feb. 2,2007

Feb. 3,2007

Feb. 6,2007

Feb. 6,2007

Feb. 7,2007

Feb 7, 2007

Feb. 8,2007

Feb. 8,2007

Feb. 11,2007

Feb. 11,2007

Feb. 13,2007

Feb. 13,2007

Feb. 13,2007

Feb. 15,2007

Feb. 16,2007

Feb. 17,2007

Feb. 20,2007

Feb. 20,2007

Studvik Incinerator Timeline (Selected News articles)

Plant seeks radioactive incinerator, Johnson City Press

3 Mayors to meet on incinerator proposal, Johnson City Press

3 mayors question Studsvik's plans, The Erwin Record

Anti-incinerator petition circulates, Johnson City Press

Studsvik's incinerator plan must be stopped, Johnson City Press

Studsvik puts incinerator plan temporarily on hold, Johnson City Press

Letter to Editor, Sign petition today, Johnson City Press

Studsvik officials say unit necessary, Johnson City Press

Erwin's BMA joins incinerator debate, Johnson City Press

Opinion/Commentary Cartoon, "It's just a little incinerator" Studsvik,
Inc. Radioactive Incinerator, Johnson City Press

Town wants more information on incinerator
Incinerator Controversy, Studsvik answers questions from mayors, public,
Letters to Editor, "No to Incinerator" and "Thanks for speaking up"
w/Cartoon "Morning George, Morning Bob"
EDB director praises Studsvik, doesn't endorse plan
Editorial, "We, the public, should take notice"
Classifieds: PUBLIC NOTICE Town Meeting
The Erwin Record

Building official to advise Studsvik, Johnson City Press

County officials, Studsvik execs discuss incinerator issue; construction put on
hold, Valley Beautiful Beacon

State extends incinerator comment period, Johnson City Press

Studsvik scraps incinerator, Public opposition prompts company decision,
Johnson City Press

Public meeting about incinerator canceled, Johnson City Press

Studsvik backs off plans for incinerator, The Erwin Record

Viewpoint: Dancing around the facts won't keep us informed,
The Erwin Record
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give more details
about inhinerator.
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By JIM WOZNIAKp
Erwin Bureau Chief
jwozniak@johnsoncitypress.com

* ERWIN - Although an
industry here on Thesday tern-
porarily cooled its plan to build a
radioactive: waste incinerator at
its plant, cbmpany officials gave
elected, officials and the public a
clearer idea of their plans when
the project keignites.

But Studsvik Presidents Marty
Carson and Mike Hill also faced
pointed questions from Erwin
Mayor Brushy Lewis about the
safety of co.ppany employees
and,. te.-._effect the-operations
there. have,. had on nearby
Nuclear FuDeLSrvies. The ques-
fions surfaced during a meeting
Unicoi County's three mayors
had with the company that also
was attended by about 20ý elected
officials and residents.
-tudsvik has applied for a -
permit from. the Tennessee
Department of Environment and
Conservation's Air Pollution

, Control division to build the
incinerator, which would burn
items such as laboratory coats
and smocks, paper, plastji, wood,
animal carcasses and lubrication
oil. Hill" said the incinerator
would be small and occupy th
equivalent of about half of on4
seating area in the large court-
room in the courthouse.

"We need it here 'toiiprove
our business and give, us, a mo&
secure footing to wheewe ca
keep this company in operation
for many years to• come,"1 .H 11l
said bf .the incinerator. "Cost
continue to 'increase,. disposdl
capacity continues to, decline,
and this is the safest way to dik-
pose of this type of material."

About 250 people had signedV.
petition opposing the-incineratOr
as of Tuesday. Chris'Tipton, w&th
was helping circulate&the'pell-
tion, said people in Washingt•p
and Carter counties called
Wednesday to oppose the inciner-
ator, and County Mayor ere
Lynch, who shares that view, sa•
the feedback he was getting con-
tinued to be more negative thAn
positive. .

S' See UNIT, Page 3B

Hill said the Erwin plant,
which mostly accepts radioac-
tive waste from commercial
uders, not the government or the
-medical community, wants to use
the unit mostly to process its
internal waste.

"This waste is very lightly con-
taminated, if contaminated at.
all," Hill said. "And we generate
a fair amount of that - 50'
pounds to '100 pounds of this
material a day - which iscom-
posed predominantly of our labo-
ratory smocks and protective
clothing."

According to jHill, the cost to
dispose that material has
become expensive and the,
places available to which it can
be sent have decreased. That led
Studsvik to turn to the inciner-
ator to reduce the amount of
radioactive material and save
money. He said shipments could
drop to one one hundredth what
they are today.

qua of this low-,

four

S"Mike Hill,
Studsvik president

ewis. wondered whether
Studsvik wouldbring in waste
from all overt -thei -country, to
Erwin, andHill said it ispossible

a "limited quantity" of-items
could come here.

"If there's reserve capacity in
the unit, I would desire to
process a limited quantity of this
low-activity waste for the com-
mercial, nuclear industry," Hill
said. "We have looked at opening

this operation up to our commer-
cial clients. There's tremendous
interest in doing so, but we're
very landlocked. One or more of
the mayors here has voiced their
desire that Studsvik not expand
its current boundaries."

Lewis said he has learned from
a Nuclear, - Regulatory
Commission employee that emis-
sions from Studsvik'have some-
-times caused alarms' to sound at
NFS. Hill said NFS, which is a,
minority owner of the Erwin
Studsvik plant, has never told
him that 'such events have taken
place or expressed concern..

The mayor said he also has
heard that some employees.have
become overexposed in the plant
and been forced to "sit out" until
a new counting period-starts.

Hill said the federal limit 'for
ionizing radiation exposure for
occupational workers in the
United States is 5 rem a year;
which he called conservative. He
said Studsvik has set a internal
limit of 3-3.5 rem per year, and if
an employee, does not properly
manage 'his exposure, that
person can be moved to an
administrative job or possibly
fired.

"The key point in all of this is
we have never laid an employee
off as a result of approaching
this administrative limit,". Hill
said. "We spend manyi. many
thousands of dollars edcting
them and, in many cases; many
years. Typically, we'•re coun-
seling them on a daily basis."
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County officials, Studsvik execs
incinerator issue' construction pi

B3Y. BETTY B. CHANDL ER 7,
DusTIN STREET

There will be no incinera•LF
tor constructed at Erwin's
Studsvik facility for the 7, -

time being. That decisionv

came during the course of yo , ; ..r: URicoi Mazyor :•:.,

an informal meeting held Erwin Mayr: Uhicoi County Mayor " Mayor
among Studsvik executives n., DnBrushy'Lew,s Greg Lynch Johnny Lynch

and the three mayors of device into the area until becamean informalques
Unicoi County.' citizens could be made fully tion'wandanswer:session

Once Studsvik President aware of the situation and be and a commitment from
Mike HillandU.S.Operations given reliable information the industry' to put* plans for
Overseer Marty Carson reald'- 'about Studsvik's plans. constriiucti6o and operation

ized that the community was What began as an.infor- ofa radi6active" waste icin,
virtually unaware of planIs mal meeting among Erwin erator in Erwin on h. old Mike Hill, president overthe Studsv

for the facility to construct Mayor Don:Lewis, County The issue of an incinerator which appeared in an
a radioactive waste incinera- Mayor Greg Lynch, Unicoi to be built at the Studsvik local paper wa s called t
tor, it was decided to halt the, .Mayor johnny Lynch, and facility in Erwin first came attention -of local offic

process of bringing such.a,-:Hill and Carson, quickly to lightafter a public notice: several Unic0i .C0

.discuss
iton hold

ik taility in Erwin. [ UUMNlNSI lHlI/il R .AMN

other citizens were on hand "at the
o the." informal gathering to voice
;ials.
unty See STUDSVIK page A6
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Continued from Al

opposition to the proposed
installation of theincinera-
tor.

UnicoiL(Qouty Mayor Greg
Lynchcontin••uediThroughout.:
the session to ask.the crowd
to be civil:and considerate.

"This is not THE com-
munity meeting-g, . said,
further emphasizing the in-
formal nature of the session.
"(But) we're he6e'to try. tgO
work this' out

Gene-raly,- the mayor~s s re-,
questlwas honored thr•oughgý.
out the''melting We ar iall
conce n•d :about this,'" he-..
said of the'county.,

Erwin- Mayor D. Dn]ewi s,
a retired suiperv-isor fo,
Nuclear Fuel'Servick'lasked&
the'Studsvik representatives,.:
questiois concerning exactly*,
what the icierator would
be. used 'forI and hwere t'he
radioactive r refuse would be;.
coming from.''

Lewis also brought up the
fact that a similar request
to build an identical device
at: a facility in Memphis,
Tennessee that was later
acquired by Studsvik, :had
been put on hold fodr..ap-
proximately.three years due
to concernst•hat mirrored
those in Unicoi County.

Unicoi Mayor' Johnny:
Lynchýý: admitted' honestly
that he did not have the ex-
pertise in the field of nuclear
wast to ccrately assess the.:

situation,,o'•nd he asked that
the group'be given access
to addit Iionalinformation,-
concerning the' construc-
tion and operation °of an
incinerator.

iHill! told citizens that
StudsVik is anInteriational
operation. A'new icninera-,
tor ino Unicoi-:'u nty co•uld
ni' thagen iadciot pate liw

:grade', radioactive'waslte and
othe~'r waste could be~shipped
to Erwrin for .disp'osal.-'

Mayor Lewis noted, how-
everIthat Erwin's plant was
not: fortunate enough,,to. .
locate in a rural, relatively
uninhabited area.. He said
that"':the Studsvik plant's
proximity to at least three
county schools, a river, and
an active community is sim-
ply not ianvideal location for

such treatment of waste.
"Studsvik'andNuclear. Fuel

Services: are in a neighbor-
hood in our town," Lewis
said. We don't need~tomake
these people -. or the workers
face any more .risk than they
already"d6." I'iii =comments
.prior to.itheýmeeting, Lewis
had voiced further concerns 1

aibou . t ,.4proerty values in the::
area.

"These pe6opte-who live near
'Studsvik and&NFS have seen I
their property values drop
to noth•i'g"',ewi• added. I
know NFShas bought up a
lot of p perty surrounding
the.plant,'but.-the 'property

owners who are still there
have seen their property
values drop: greatly."

The most compelling com-
ments from those attending
the meeting came from cur-
rent and former NFS employ-
ees, who had either once or
still do work in the industry.
These individuals certainly
proved to have at least some
knowledge of the issues con-

* cerning radioactive emis-
sions and'controls.

Harmful emissions were
another concern brought

,,.up,ýby citizens attending the
meeting. One member of the
audience who addressedthe
*group asked about the emis-
sionst•hat would be coming
o•I ut of the Studsvik facility
and how much material the
plant. would be processingI •annually. .

Carson said.they were n6t
i allolwed t.o disclose the in-

formation requested in the
i.indi vidua•l•second query. To

'TUES

his first, President Mike Hill
said that a "limited amount"
would be processed.

Other benefits of having
the incinerator at Studsvik
(as outlined by President
Hill) include not having to
transport the waste to alter-
nate sites as well as the fact
that the device is so well-
made.

According to Hill, the
incinerator will have a top-
of-the-line scrubber system
as well as filters made of
non-c ombustible material to
prevent radioactive particles
from escaping the incinera-
tor..

The size-of the incinerator
is fouighly the size of the seat-
ing section on one side of the
Unicoi County courthouse's
larger courtroom.

There were several 'heat-
ed--concerns that:NFS and
Studsvik ;might -be. work-
ing together' 4or mutual
waste storage and disposal..

However, Hill and Carson
quashed these ideas and said

that they could not comment
on the day-to-day operation
of NFS - rather, their con-
cerns and knowledge lies in
matters dealing exclusively
with Studsvik, Inc.

Following the Tuesday
evening meeting, officials
of Nuclear Fuel Services
stressed that NFS has never
shipped any of its waste to
Studsvik, nor has it stored
:any of its materials with
Studsvik.

.Hill saidhe and represen-
tatives of StudSvik would be
happy to meet with small
groups or individuals for

question and answer ses-
sions.,

Studsvik's Erwin facility
hasbeen in operation in the
community now for, about

L eight years..The' -company
empl o Is 82 loc•l citizens
from the•county, aswell as
approximately 200 people

)AY, FEBRUARY 13, 2007
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: CONTACT:
February 16, 2007 Mike Hill

Studsvik, Inc.
(423) 735-6300

Compromise Reached, Proposed Incinerator in Erwin
Will Not Be Built

ERWIN, Tenn.- After several days of community debate and discussion, Studsvik, Inc. has

decided to withdraw plans and permit requests for. a new low-level incinerator in Erwin, Tennessee.

Instead, Studsvik has worked with Town of Erwin Mayor Don Lewis and community leaders to

come up with an acceptable solution that allows the company to plan for expansion of its operation

and job creation in Unicoi County while not using incineration technology that some in the

community opposed.

As a result, Studsvik has voluntarily elected to absorb higher costs in order to expand the

capacity of existing Pyrolysis technology which has been utilized at the Erwin Processing Facility for

several years.

Regarding the previously proposed incinerator, Hill said "that Studsvik has operated an

incinerator safely and securely in Sweden for the past 20 years; however we want the community to

be comfortable with our operations. We have been a good neighbor and a good community partner

here for the past eight years, and we want to assure everyone that we will do our best to continue to

be good neighbors here in Unicoi County. It was never Studsvik's intent to fracture community

relations and opinions."

"Studsvik's desire is to expand our operations and support growth and development in Unicoi

County. So, we have worked closely with Mayor Don Lewis and other community leaders to reach

this compromise." said Hill.

"Studsvik has been one of our community's most important employers, so I appreciate their

efforts in going above and beyond the call to find an alternative solution to incineration," said Erwin

Mayor Don Lewis, a former nuclear worker. "I am personally comfortable with the existing

Studsvik process. The future plans discussed for expanding the current operations without an

incinerator would be compliant with current zoning ordinances and regulations. I am pleased that

Erwin and Unicoi County can keep Studsvik here, and still get the new jobs that will come from

their economic expansion."
Studsvik currently employs 82 people at its Erwin 'operations.



For further information, please contact:
Mike Hill, President, Studsvik Processing Facility Tel (423) 735-6300

Facts about Studsvik
Studsvik Processing Facility LLC is part of the Studsvik group. Studsvik is a leading service supplier to the
international nuclear industry. The company has almost a half century's'experience of nuclear technology and
radiological services. Studsvik addresses a market in strong growth with specialized services in four Strategic
Business Areas: Operating Efficiency and Safety, Service and Maintenance, Waste Treatment and
Decommissioning. Studsvik has 1,400 employees in 7 countries and the company's shares are listed on the
Stockholm Stock Exchange's 0 list.

-END-



11PRESS RELEASE1()

September 7, 2007

Studsvik signs teaming agreement with Waste Control
Specialists LLC (WCS)

Studsvik and WCS has entered into a teaming agreement for the treatment
and storage of Class B & C Low-Level Radioactive Waste In the USA.

The teaming agreement includes waste processing and stabilization by Studsvik and
storage at the WCS facility in Texas. WCS has applied for the necessary permits to
store B & C low-level waste at the Texas facility. Subject to successful completion of
the licensing process, revenues related to the agreement are expected at the
earliest during the second half of 2008.

For more information please call:

Magnus Groth, CEO Studsvik AB, +46 (0)155 22 10 86 or cell phone
+ 46 (0) 709 677 086

Lewis Johnsson, president Studsvik Inc., +1 423 735 6300 or cell phone
+1 678 549 8958

Facts about Studsvik
Studsvik is a leading service supplier to the international nuclear industry. The company has 60 years
experience of nuclear technology and radiological services. Studsvik addresses a market in strong
growth with specialized services in four Strategic Business Areas: Waste Treatment.
Decommissioning, Operating Efficiency and Service and Maintenance. Studsvik has 1,200 employees
in 7 countries and the company's shares are listed on the OMX Nordic Stock Exchange Stockholm AB,
MidCap.

Facts about Waste Control Spedalists LLC
The WCS facility in Andrews County, Texas is licensed for the processing, storage and disposal of a
broad range of hazardous, toxic and certain types of low-level and mixed low-level radioactive waste.
WCS is a subsidiary of Valhi, Inc. (NYSE: VHI). Valhi is engaged in the titanium dioxide pigments,
component products (security products, furniture components and performance marine components)
and waste management industries.



Net Sales
Net sales increased to SEK 320.0 million (273.2). On a like-for-
like basis, net sales increased by SEK 35 million. The organic
growth, measured in local currency, was 20 per cent, which is
well above the Group target of 10 per cent. All segments con-
tribute to the increase. Foreign exchange effects in connection
with the translation of foreign subsidiaries' net sales amounted
to SEK -19.1 million.

Sales abroad amounted to 84 (84) per cent of net sales.

Profit
The operating profit for the first quarter amounted to SEK -7.0
million (22.2). Capital gains of SEK 23.3 million were included
in the earnings for 2007. This year's earnings are charged with
non-recurrent costs referring to the American operations of
SEK 12.6 million (0.0), which are commented on below. Adjust-
ed for these non-recurrent items, the operating profit improved
to SEK 5.6 million (-1.1).

Foreign exchange effects in connection with the translation
of foreign subsidiaries' operating profit amounted to SEK 1.4
million (0.8).

Sweden
Net sales for the first quarter amounted to SEK 30.7 million
(29.4). The operating profit for the first quarter amounted to
SEK 0.9 million (4.5). The deviation in performance is mainly
attributable to the incineration operations, where testing and
demonstration of material with a low contribution ratio was
carried out, which had a negative impact on profits. A some-
what greater volume of metallic material was treated during
the quarter than in the corresponding period of 2007. Parallel
treatment of two large components was started during the
quarter. Both the incineration operations and treatment of
metallic waste have a good volume of orders.

United Kingdom
Net sales for the first quarter amounted to SEK 40.5 million
(22.7). About SEK 10 million of the increase is due to the
acquisition in August 2007 of Studsvik Alpha Engineering.
Organic growth in the United Kingdom thus continued to be
high. The operating profit for the first quarter amounted to
SEK 2.9 million (0.0). In March Studsvik's associated company,
UK Nuclear Waste Management (NWM), signed the contract
for operation of the United Kingdom's low-level radioactive
waste depository. Studsvik owns 15 per cent of.NWM. The
contract runs initially for five years with options to extend up
to 17 years. The contract is estimated to have an initial value
of GBP 125 million. If all options are exercised, the value
of the contract can be a maximum of GBP 500 million. The
contract includes developing a national strategy for low and
medium level waste. It is probable that a significant part of this
waste will be treated for volume reduction and stabilization.
Studsvik is well-positioned to do this through its presence in
the market, combined with the Swedish facilities for treating
both metallic and organic waste. During the quarter Studsvik
received environmental and nuclear licenses for treatment of
metallic waste in the company's Workington facility. A decision
has been made to build a treatment plant that is expected to
become operative at the end of 2008. Market activity in the UK
continues to be high and the order situation is good.

Germany
Net sales for the first quarter amounted to SEK 77.4 million
(67.3). The operating profit for the first quarter amounted
to SEK 4.7 million (5.9). The segment's increase in net sales
is partly related to the consulting operations acquired in the
second quarter of 2007 and partly related to manufacture of

Studsvik Interim Report January-Maich 2008
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components to be delivered to the new reactors being built
in Finland and France and to decommissioning of reactors in
Germany.

The German power industry's service and maintenance
outages started as planned on a small scale at the end of the
quarter, which implies considerably lower capacity utiliza-
tion than the previous year, when extensive servicing projects
continued throughout the year. The order book included in the
consulting operations acquired in 2007 will be derecognized
as the contract portfolio is processed, over about two years,
which explains more than half of the deterioration in profit
compared with last year. The remaining part is mainly related
to lower activity in service and maintenance. As the number of
reactor outages for maintenance increases during the spring,
capacity utilization and profit margin will improve. The order
situation is good in the German operations.

USA
Net sales for the first quarter amounted to SEK 103.4 million
(92.5). The operating profit for the first quarter amounted to
SEK -13.4 million (-6,9). It indudes non-recurrent items of
SEK -12.6 million (0.0). Behind the business volume increase of
more than 10 per cent lies a substantial expansion in opera-
tions in Erwin and a falling sales trend in the Memphis-based
operations. The Erwin operations are currently benefiting from
the fact that the Barnwell medium-level waste depository will
close at the end of June. Customers are keen to process as
much waste as possible to ensure access to final disposal of
the waste. In practice the closure of Barnwell means that most
American nuclear power plants will be without a final waste
depository for medium-level waste. Through collaboration with
Waste Control Specialists in Texas, which started at the end of
2007, Studsvik can offer the American nuclear power industry
a competitive storage alternative for medium-level waste when
Barnwell closes. Studsvik's market initiative provides good
conditions for continued stable and profitable development of
the Erwin-based operations.

The main underlying reasons for the weak trend in the
Memphis-based operations are stiff competition and down-
ward pressure on prices in the low-level waste processing area,
as well as a general downturn in the transport market. Orders
have been signed for treatment of a number of large reactor
components, which have also been delivered to the facility
after the close of the reporting period. The ongoing inflow of
low-level waste for treatment is, however, too low for satisfac-
tory profitability with the current organization and structure. It
has therefore been decided to adapt the organization and cost
structure to the prevailing market conditions. The one-off costs
of this are SEK 12.6 million, which is charged to the profit for
the quarter. The restructuring measures will create conditions
for a return to profitability in the Memphis-based operations.

Global Services
Net sales for the first quarter amounted to SEK 47.2 million
(45.1). The operating profit for the first quarter amounted
to SEK 4.3 million (2.0). The in-core fuel management codes
product area continued to show a positive trend..The materials
technology operations are recovering after the weak trend of
the second half of 2007. Both operations contributed to the
earnings improvement compared with the previous year. The
order situation is good in both operations.

Investments
The Group's investments amounted to SEK 20.7 million (25.1).
The investments for the period include expansion investments
of SEK 13 million, mainly in waste treatment.
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Net sales
Net sales for the second quarter amounted to SEK 370.6 million

45.8) and for the period of January to June, to SEK 690.6
million (619.0). On a like-for-like basis net sales for the period
January-June increased by SEK 47 million. The organic growth
measured in local currency was 10 per cent for the second
quarter and 14 per cent for the period January-June. Foreign
exchange effects in connection with the translation of foreign
subsidiaries' net sales amounted to SEK -23.0 million for the
second quarter and SEK -41.3 million for January-June.

Sales abroad amounted to 84 (85) per cent of net sales.

Profit
The operating profit for the second quarter amounted to
SEK 32.1 million (15.8) and for the period of January to June, to
SEK 25.1 million (38.0). Non-recurring items are included in the
operating profits reported as in the table below.

Period
Q1 2007 Capital gain
Q2 2007 Costs of discontinued

acquisition process
Q1 2008 Restructuring costs, USA

SEK +23.3 million

SEK -10.5 million
SEK -12.6 million

Adjusted for non-recurring items without regard to foreign
exchange rate fluctuations, the operating profit for the second
quarter improved by SEK 5.8 million or 22 per cent. Correspond-
ingly, the operating profit for the period January-June improved
by SEK 12.5 million or about 50 per cent.

Foreign exchange effects in connection with the translation of
foreign subsidiaries' operating profit amounted to SEK -3.2
million for the second quarter and SEK -1.7 million for January-
June.

Sweden
Net sales for the second quarter amounted to SEK 40.7 million
(34.8) and for the period January-June, to SEK 71.4 million (64.2).
The operating profit for the second quarter amounted to SEK 9.6
million (5.5) and for the period January-June, to SEK 10.5 million
(10.2).

The operations report a strong second quarter, where capacity
utilization was good at all facilities. The incineration facility, which
was used for tests and demonstration projects in the first quarter,
was utilized to full capacity from the end of April. The facility for
treatment of metallic material achieved good capacity utilization,
as did the production line for treatment of large components,
where steam generators are at present being treated for German
and Swedish customers. The order books provide the basis for
good capacity utilization in the second half of the year.

United Kingdom
Net sales for the second quarter amounted to SEK 39.2 mil-
lion (32.9) and for the period January-June. to SEK 79.7 million
(55.6). The operating profit for the second quarter amounted to
SEK -1.5 million (0.0) and for January-June, to SEK 1.4 million
(2.3). Alpha Engineering, which was acquired in August 2007,
contributed net sales of SEK 10 million in the second quarter and
SEK 22.5 million in the period January-June.

The weak performance in the second quarter is attributable to
both waste treatment and decommissioning. Waste treatment is
carried out partly through Studsvik's own local organization at
the customers' sites, and partly by preparing waste and shipping
it to Sweden for treatment. During the quarter, about 100 tonnes
of metallic waste was shipped to Sweden for treatment Capac-
ity utilization in the local organization was, however, low. In
decommissioning, profits were negatively affected by delays in

the Sellafield proiect. There is still a high level of activity in the
decommissioning market and several contracts are being negoti-
ated within the framework of the general agreement Studsvik
signed with Sellafield two years ago.

On April 1, Studsvik's associated company, UK Nuclear Waste
Management (NWM), took over operation of the United King-
dom's low-level radioactive waste repository. Studsvik owns
15 per cent of NWM. The NWM operations have not affected
second quarter earnings.

In the latter part of the second quarter construction of the treat-
ment facility for metallic waste in Workington was started. The
facility is expected to come into operation at the end of 2008, at
an investment cost of SEK 50 million.

Germany
Net sales for the second quarter amounted to SEK 102.0 million
(80.1) and for the period January-June, to SEK 179.4 million
(147.4). The operating profit for the second quarter amounted to
SEK 6.6 million (7.1) and for the period January-June, to SEK 11.3
million (13.0).

The increase in net sales in the second quarter is attributable
to the annual reactor refuelling and maintenance outages and
manufacture of components. The consulting operations acquired
in 2007 contributed net sales of about SEK 5 million in the
second quarter and about SEK 10 million in the period January-
June. The order book and other intangible assets related to the
acquisition will be amortized until the end of 2009. In comparison
with 2007 this means increased amortization of about SEK 2.0
million in the first half year.

The order situation is good in the German operations.

USA
Net sales for the second quarter amounted to SEK 121.2 million
(135.5) and for the period January-June, to SEK 224.6 million
(228.0). The operating profit for the second quarter amounted
to SEK 25.5 million (17.7) and for the period January-June, to
SEK 12.1 million (10.8). The 2008 figure includes restructuring
costs of SEK 12.6 million taken in the first quarter.

The repository for medium-level waste in Barnwell, South
Carolina, closed as planned at the end of June. The closure means
that the power industry had a very strong incentive to treat all
medium-level waste in time to send it to Barnwell for final dis-
posal before the end of June. The inflow of material to Studsvik's
treatment facility in Erwin therefore continued to be high in the
second quarter and the facility reported very good profitability.

The closure of Barnwell means that most of the American
nudear power industry is Without access to final disposal of
medium-level waste. Studsvik has taken a market initiative and is
offering, in cooperation with Waste Control Specialists (WCS) in
Texas, a competitive storage alternative, based on treatment of
waste in the Studsvik Erwin facility and storage at the WCS facility
in Texas. The market reception was positive and negotiations for
contracts are under way with several customers. The necessary
licensing and permit processes are proceeding in parallel, and are
expected to be completed soon. During the period until customer
contracts have been signed and the necessary licensing obtained,
the waste volumes at Erwin will fall. The new business model is
expected to be in place by the fourth quarter.

The Memphis-based operations have shown weak growth due
to tough competition, downward price pressure and a general
downturn in the transport market. In the second quarter both
operations were restructured, leading to a reduction in the
number of transport vehicles and employees. The market outlook
is unchanged on the whole and the structural measures will mean
a return to profitability.
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Net sales
Net sales for the third quarter amounted to SEK 274.2 million
(32 5.1) and for the period of January to September, to SEK 964.8
million (944.1). The fall in sales in the third quarter is attribut-
able to the USA and the Erwin operations, where production
closed down as planned in the third quarter. Other operations
performed well and, in local currency, mainly better than in the
previous year. On a like-for-like basis, organic growth in local
currency for the period January-September was about 3 per cent.

Sales abroad amounted to 84.3 (86.7) per cent of net sales.

Profit
The operating profit for the third quarter amounted to SEK -4.4
million (8.8) and for the period of January to September, to
SEK 20.7 million (46.8). Most segments report a positive earnings
trend compared with the previous year. The US operations report
a loss, mainly as a consequence of the production stop at the
Erwin facility in the third quarter. In comparison with the corre-
sponding period in 2007, the production stop impacted operat-
ing profit by SEK 11.5 million.

Non-recurring items are included in the operating profits
reported for the period January to September in 2007 and 2008
as in the table below.

Period
Q1 2007 Capital gain
Q2 2007 Costs of discontinued

acquisition process
Q1 2008 Restructuring costs, USA

SEK +23,3 million

SEK -10,5 million
SEK -12,6 million

For the period January-September the operating profit, adjusted
for non-recurring items, was substantially unchanged, SEK 33.3
million (34.0).

Foreign exchange effects in connection with the translation of
foreign subsidiaries' operating profit amounted to SEK 1.0 million
for the third quarter and SEK 1.0 million for January-September.

Sweden
Net sales for the third quarter amounted to SEK 38.4 million
(27.7) and for the period of January to September, to
SEK 109.8 million (91.9). The operating profit for the third
quarter amounted to SEK 11.5 million (4.7) and for the period
of January to September, to SEK 22.0 million (14.7).

The positive trend of operations also continued in the third
quarter. The incineration facility ran at full capacity and capac-
ity utilization was good at the facility for treatment of metallic
material as well as the production line for treatment of large
components. The order books provide the basis for continued
high capacity utilization.

United Kingdom
Net sales for the third quarter amounted to SEK 34.2 million
(34.6) and for the period of January to September, to
SEK 113.9 million (90.2). The operating profit for the third
quarter amounted to SEK 0.6 million (-0.2) and for the period
of January to September, to SEK 2.0 million (2.1).

Both Waste Treatment and Decommissioning operations recov-
ered somewhat in the third quarter, but delays in the Sellafield
project affected sales and earnings negatively also in the third
quarter.
. Market activity in both Waste Treatment and Decommissioning
continues to be high and several contracts are being negotiated.
Studsvik's associated company, Nuclear Waste Management
(NWM), which has been responsible for operation of the United
Kingdom's low-level radioactive waste depository since April 1,
is developing well.

Construction of the treatment facility for metallic waste in
Workington is in progress. The investment will be completed at
the end of 2008 and the facility will be brought into operation
successively-from the turn of the year. The investment cost is
about SEK 50 million.

Germany f
Net sales for the third quarter amounted to SEK 98.1 million
(109.3) and for the period of January to September, to
SEK 277.5 million (256.7). The operating profit for the third
quarter amounted to SEK 3.1 million (8.3) and for the period of
January to September, to.SEK 14.4 million (21.3).

Consulting services for nuclear facilities in operation continued
to show a positive trend. The number of consulting contracts is
rising and consequently the number of consulting hours charged.
The pure service and maintenance assignments, carried out at the
nuclear power plants' annual refuelling and maintenance out-
ages, vary in scope between years and quarters. Studsvik's share
of the market continues to be high, but the number of refuelling
and maintenance days was lower in the German power industry
in 2008 than in 2007, which affected sales negatively in the third.
quarter. The component manufacturing operations increased in
scope, but did not compensate in terms of sales and earnings for
the low activity in the German decommissioning market in the
third quarter. The order situation is good in the German opera-
tions.

USA
Net sales for the third quarter amounted to SEK 47.4 million
(105.3) and for the period of January to September, to
SEK 272.0 million (333.3). The operating profit for the third
quarter amounted to SEK -17.3 million (0.1) and for the period
of January to September, to SEK -5.2 million (10.8). The profit
for 2008 includes restructuring costs for the Memphis-based
operations of SEK 12.6 million.

The depository for medium-level waste in Barnwell, South Caro-
lina, closed as planned at the end of June. As an expected result
of the closure, deliveries of material to Studsvik's Erwin facility
ceased and the facility was then temporarily taken out of opera-
tion. In comparison with the corresponding period in 2007, the
production stop impacted operating profit by SEK i 1.5 million.

During the quarter Studsvik has worked further on its market
initiative of offering, in cooperation with Waste Control Special-
ists (WCS), a competitive storage alternative, based on treatment
of waste in the Studsvik Erwin facility and storage at the WCS
facility in Texas. The requisite permits and licenses for the new
business model were obtained after the close of the reporting
period and operations at the Erwin fadility will be resumed
towards the end of the fourth quarter.

The restructuring of the Memphis-based operations has resulted
in a return to profitability in waste treatment and a higher oper-
ating profit in the third quarter than in the corresponding period
last year. The general fall in profitability in the transport market,
with downward price pressure and high fuel costs, continues to
apply. Despite vigorous structural measures, the logistics opera-
tions reported a loss in the third quarter. However, the loss has
been reduced compared with the second quarter.

Global Services
Net sales for the third quarter amounted to SEK 41.6 million
(33.3) and for the period of January to September, to
SEK 133.6 million (126.1). The operating profit for the third
quarter amounted to SEK 3.6 million (2.2) and for the period of
January to September, to SEK 7.6 million (5.6).

The materials technology operations developed positively in the
third quarter. Sales and operating profit improved compared with
the corresponding period in 2007. The order books are healthy
and the volume of tenders, is high. The extensive preparations for
receiving and testing irradiated fuel from the United Kingdom
within the framework of the multi-year contract signed with
Nexia Solutions/British Energy, are in progress.

Sales in the product area of fuel optimization software recov-
ered after a weak start to the year. The operating profit after
three quarters is at the same level as last year. Tendering activity
in the software products area is very high.
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Radiation, Immigration and Secret Love

Texas Observer Staff I January 8, 2010 1 Political Intelligence
Dept. of Energy
BRINGING THE HEAT

Waste Control Specialists, a radioactive-waste company owned by major Texas GOP financier
Harold Simmons, appears to be defying state regulators by importing canisters of nuclear waste
from out of state. So far, the amount is not huge-about 300 cubic feet. But the brazen move
appears to be part of WCS's plan to turn Andrews County into the nation's new dumping
ground for radioactive waste.

Waste Control already has permission to bury 60 million cubic feet of radioactive waste from
Texas, Vermont and federal sources. But the company has said it will seek permission to import
and bury radioactive materials from the 36 states that lack a disposal option.

Critics see the current importation of out-of-state waste without permission as a backdoor
attempt to speed the process. Once the waste is stored on site, the thinking goes, it's unlikely to
ever be sent away.

The handful of environmental and citizen groups aware of the issue are furious with the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality, the agency that regulates radioactive waste. "TCEQ is
asleep at the wheel," says Eliza Brown of the SEED Coalition, an environmental nonprofit.
"They're failing to enforce their own rules and looking the other way while WCS imports
radioactive waste from around the country, and possibly the world."

Beginning in early 2008, TCEQ repeatedly told Waste Control that it needed permission before
accepting canisters of Class B and C waste-the "hottest" of so-called low-level radioactive
waste-from Studsvik Inc., a Tennessee waste processor. Even if the agency eventually okayed
the plan, the waste could be stored for no more than a year, according to agency records.

In 2008, Waste Control agreed to submit safety and security plans as part of a major
amendment to its license that would allow the storage. But the company never filed for a
license amendment. Last February, Waste Control CEO Rod Baltzer told the Observer that the
company had determined that it could already import out-of-state waste and would begin doing
so in March or April. TCEQ said it was unaware of any such plans.

Evidently the agency found out. On May 20, TCEQ sent a letter to the company saying it had
"not made a determination that acceptance of [the waste] is authorized," and warning that
Waste Control "may be subject to enforcement for the receipt" of unauthorized radioactive
materials.

On June 2, a Waste Control lawyer wrote to TCEQ that the first shipment from Studsvik would
_ r be arriving in a few days. There was no need for regulators to get involved, the letter implied,

since the lawyer had conducted his own legal review and concluded that there was "no
question" the company could take the waste-and store it "indefinitely."

I of 4 1/18/2010 6:27 PM
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TCEQ took no action. In mid-July, the Observer asked the agency for an explanation. Nearly a
month later, a TCEQ spokesman responded from his personal e-mail account: "The TCEQ

S subsequently received additional information from the company re: Studsvick [sic] waste. As
indicated previously, staff continues to evaluate issues related to receipt and storage of
Studsvik waste for compliance with WCS' license."

The agency has not responded to numerous follow-up questions. Waste Control, on the other
hand, recently told the Observer that it plans to import up to 1,000 more cubic feet of
out-of-state waste in 2010.

-Forrest Wilder
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Mr. Charles Anotn

State of Tennessee.

Department of Enrvironment and Conservition"

Division of Radiological Health.

3rd Floor. L&C Annex

401 Church Street

Nashville. Tennessee 37243-1532

Subject: Tennessee Radioactive Materials License Number R-8601 I-E17, Dated May
3, 2007.

Studsvilc Processing Facility LLC, Erwin, Tennessee Facility

Request,1 frnAendmient to License

Dear Mr. Amott:

In a recent.review-of our processrin act ivites we havediscoveieo-that ow.modelfbi:attribtion
of processM,'-iastid has niot 6 beeit i n co oi poi-:ated in1to O ui: IcleCnIs F•ur-1 th.ti in evalut.iiliaig the oIiin al
attribution model' weIh ae determind t.ihatit doesinot refl -Icthe best anilysisifor the processino
we perform. The process stream at the Studsvik Processing Facility is .made\tip:f acompatible.- -:.

mix of resins (and other like materials) from a number of different generators that are delivered
on a just in time basis (this minimizeour o-n'hafid inventory- redung.personriel and
environmental exposures). The: resins are6.sliuced from theiir tran.si•1containe.s•.to one of three
resin storage vessels. Similar resin shipmentS from different utilitiz s are mixed and stored in these
tanks prior to processing. This mIixture. is~then introduced: into out pivrolysis.system. The resultant
waste product, Refomed Residuet (RR). is'tlhen tr.asferired to - High Integrii.,t Container"- (HIiC)
for disposal. An additive is introduced to render the RR into a non-dispersible form. This results
in a reduced volueic a m nnentiy safewaste form. Be6se of the
characteristics of theRR it woul iit b• A LARA to atteimpjit to re;0 e the peie'centdae'of volume
attributed to each client as these HICs typically average 50 Remn/hour on contact with a potential
to be several 100lRem/hor. This itask .would be nxtremele laboi a •d•dose inteni•ive: 0 peisonnel. :

"----- it would also likely impact Restricted Area boundary dose rates adversely.

In a recent analysis of our waste-stream.in preparationl.forthe.upconmin," cessatiion df •ccess io:the
Barinwell site we have concluded tlhal:aiamenidmeiint to Erficein iecounizinc the chaniiinti•i
industry ultimate disposal scenarios. Outir current approachi is based on processini- of waste resins
and direct shipment of commingled reformed residue (RR) to disnosal at Barnwell or the Clive
Utah site.

I
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After review of this situation, it is our belief that the attribution modei that is now most
reasonable and appropriate for our facility is the model suggested for incinerators as discussed in
the NRC's technical discussion of the waste manifest rule in 1995 (FR Vol. 60, No. 58/ Monday.
March 27, 1995 page 15652, third column). In this model the Studsvik Processing Facility would
become the generator of the waste feed at the point of mixin11 (i.e., the point at which it becomes
difficult, if not impossible, to determine the original generators identification). All waste from
the point of mixing tbrward would be StuILs'Vik's. Any untransferred materials would still be
available for return to tIle client if deemed necessary or as otherw. ise determined by Studsvik. An
approximate maximum Volume of 3,500 ft' of reformed residue'unprocessed materials would be
affected by this change and on site at any one time,

The Studsvih Processintg facility provides a valuable service to the :nuclear industry due to its
prmeen operaltinul history and 'hlniereducion 'apabi ities. Ceduc inc w.asI e o mr Inert form
and minoimaicin.wi dio i .,l' vastc iur .- i i. b.t--A LA ,A an'd Lwd sieoifsh:i- th.- limited
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low-level rddioactive waste disposal space available in tile United States. Approval of this
approach will enable SILudsvil to remain a viable option 01 thte nuclear industry as a provider of
waste piocessing capahility and long term disposal solutions.

We trust that the information contained i) this request is sufficient to allow y'our review of the
request. If there are additional questions on the informationi contained herein please contact me
directly at (423) 722- 1979 and I will gladly provide any additional information that may be
required. If this is approved Studs\,ik would like an ef'fective date of.luly I, 2008 for
implem entation.

Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,7)

David M. Tenney, Radiation Safery Officer

Studsvik Processing Facilit,. LLC

cc: Ms Debra Shults. Altrinate CoimissioeIr. SoutheastL..Compact - - ..

" M;:.•.C.Graes.bicn'in,. tai~aacr " '-

State of Tennessee

Department of Environment and Conservation

Division of Radiological Health

3" Floor. L&C Annex

'101 Church Street

Nashville. Tennessee 37243-1532
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August 18, 2008

Mr. Johnny Graves, Manager
Licensing, Registration and Planning Section
State of Tennessee
Department of Environment and Conservation
3'd Floor, L&C Annex
401 Church Street
Nashville, TN 37243

Re: License Amendment Request 080208-L

Dear Mr. Graves:

Studsvik appreciated the time that you and your colleagues spent with us last week. It
is our hope that the meeting has crystallized the issues with respect to our amendment
request and that this letter will serve to clarify all the issues needed for approval of our
amendment. We believe we have addressed all the items for which you requested
additional information.

Intent of Amendment

This amendment request is intended to provide a viable mechanism for generators
(outside of the Atlantic and Northwest Compacts) of Class B/C low-level radioactive
resins to utilize Studsvik's THOR process to volumetrically reduce and stabilize those
resins for extended storage and ultimately disposal (when a disposal site becomes
available). This amendment request also seeks to employ an attribution model that
reflects our process, is consistent with the attribution models of other Tennessee
licensees who utilize thermal processes and is faithful to the Interstate Agreement for
the Uniform Application of Manifesting Procedures ("Interstate Agreemett").

For processing and other operational efficiencies (including ALARA), Studsvik
commingles generator waste and feeds it through our THOR process. As a result, it is
impossible to separate the end product into distinct batches attributable to specifiI
waste generators. The waste therefore fits within the definition of "residual wasteu in
the Interstate Agreement arid the attribution rule proscribed in Paragraph 3.1 applies to
Studsvik.

Studsvik's amendment request does not in any way seek any operational or procedural
changes, Indeed, Studsvik will continue to process waste in the same manner and with

'Paragraph 3.1 states: *Low-level radioactive waste resulting from decontamination or incineration
activities shall be deemed to have been generated in the compact region or unaffilialed state in which
decontamination or incineration occurs if the waite is residual waste."

Studsvik, Inc.: 5605 Glenridge Dr.. Suite 705. Atfanta, GA 30342 Phone: 404-497-4900 Fax: 4D4-497-4901 www-siudsvik.com
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the same care as it has for the last decade. This amendment request also does not
seek to allow Studsvik to engage in activitigs which would change the classification of
waste that it processes.

Return of Waste

Studsvik presented numerous scenarios that addresst ssibilitV~of~waste being•
stered at WC iayingtobe recoyerd•by.Studsvik. k oTf those scenarios were

.supported by current technical, regufatoi'y a0ftor legal authorities. The scenarios are
set forth in Exhibit A Exhibit A contains data and inftbatlwproprietary to,ý.-"
Stodsvik and in accordance with the Rules of the Department of Environment
and Conservation, Division of Radiological Health, §1200-2-4-.10(2), Studsvik
requests thatthis Exhibit be redacted.from the public file. Studsyikelievitieiat.it

ý,hasipres'eted'ýiable alternatives for handling its wastest reditW
impact ,to Tennessee.

Studsvik emphasizes that the scenarios described in Exhibit A are alternatives that
D Studsvik would seek to implement only in the event that the waste stored at WCS had

to be removed from that site by Studsvik. Studsvik considers this a highly unlikely
event. Studsvik also notes that a situation in which waste is required to be removed
would most likely be the result of an event at WCS in which many other generators face
a return of their waste. Accordingly, Studsvik believes, based upon the current lack of
disposal options in the United States, that a crisis situation would exist requiring
implementation of emergency powers at Federal, State and Compact levels. In this
eventuality there is the possibility that other alternatives could emerge.

Financial Assurance

Studsvik will post an irrevocable letter.ofcredit with the State of Texas to assure
adequate funds exist to cover removal, packaging, transport and disposal of material
stored at WCS. The initial amount of the letter of credit is $2,382,948...That letter of
credit will increase by a like amount with every sixth HIC stored at WCS.

The financial assurance posted by Studsvik to Texas will respond to all scenarios
described in Exhibit A where the waste will not return to Tennessee.

Two-of the.scenarios described in Exhibit.A' envision the'Waste stored:at WtS returning
to TOnnessee.The resin reprocessing scenario would require certain plant
modifications. Studsvik proposes to provide Vnqassuranb61n the form of an

ireaa~fceditlto eriness"eý. the'lamount Iolj$350,OO to~coVei the cost ofý-'
the plant modifications.
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The- other scenariode`#S-CriereatiOn~rf,Oli it~ oaeadVmFr~se
Ysimil•Arttothesorage f6.actftt propqsed by WCS in Texas; In the event it is necessary to

implement this scenario, Studsvik agrees to provide financial assurance to Tennessee
in a manner similar to what it will provide to Texas (namely, for removal, packaging,
transport and disposal of Studsvik material stored in Tennessee). Studsvik would :
further agree to provide financial assurance for decontamination and decommissioning
of the storage vaults in an amount to be agreed upon between Studsvik and
Tennessee.

Studsvik has explained the urgent commercial need to obtain this amendment approval
as soon as possible. Studsvik therefore requests that the amendment be issued as
soon as possible with a provision that it will not become fully effective until completion
of a financial assurance model acceptable to Tennessee is in place.

Should you have any questions or should you require any additional information, feel
free to contact me at 312-343-7808 or at ioseph.dicamillostudsvik.com. Studsvik
looks forward to approval of its amendment.

Sincerely,

Jqose rým
General Counsel

cc: Tracy Carter
Eddie Nanney
Debra Shults
J.W. Luna
Mike Mobley
David Wise
David Tenney
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TENNESSEE AIR POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION
NASHVILI TENNESSEE 37243-1531
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Date Issued: SEP 0 8 2 Permit Number.
.062308P

Date Expires: November 1, .2017

Issued To: Installation Address:
Studsvik Processing Facility, LLC 151 T.C. RUnnion Rd

Erwin

Installation Description: Emission Source Reference No.
Volume Reduction Energy Recovery Facility including
Thermal Distillation, Steam Reformation, Heat Recovery 86-0054-01
with Demister, -Scrubber, and HEPA Filter conjrols

The holder of 'this permit shall comply with the conditions contained in tWis permit as well as all applicable
provisions of the Tennessee Air Pollution Control Regulations.

CONDITIONS:

1. The application that was utilizeda n" the preparation of this permit is dated
August 19, 2Q08, and signed by4r David Wised Vice-President of Operations of the
permitted facility. If this person te ines ployment or is reassigned different
duties and is 'no longer the responsible person to represent and bind the facility in
environMental permitting affairs, the owner or operator of this air contaminant.
source shall notify the Technical Secretary of the -change. Said notification shall
be- in writing and submitted within thirty (30) days of the change. The notification
shall include the name' and title of the new person assigned by the source owner or
operator to represent and bind the facility in environmental permitting affairs. All
representations, agreement to terms and conditions and covenants made by the former
responsible person that were used in the establishment of limiting permit conditions
on this permit will continue to be binding on the facility until such time'that a
revision to this permit is obtained that would change said representations,
agreements and covenants..

(Conditions continued on next page)

eON 'Aami
- T~m~A~tQ~'ARY V

No Authority is Granted by this Permit to Operate, Construct, or Maintain any Installation in Violation of any
Law, Statute, Code, Ordinance, Rule, or Regulation of the State of Tennessee or any of its Political
Subdivisions.

NON-TRANSFERABLE

CN-0754 (Rev., 9-92)

Pos4 T INSTALLA$)OU 3Di Bss
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2. The stated design input capacity foor this source is 2,890 pounds per hour (excluding
water) on a daily average basis. An updated construction 'permit must be obtained.-
before exceeding this capacity. The Technical Secretary may require the permittee
to prove compliance with this rate.

3. Particulate matter (TSP) emitted from this source shall not exceed 0.02 grain per dry
standard cubic foot of stack gases (5.38 pounds per hour). TAPCR 1200-3-7-.04(1).

-4. .Quantitie~s of sulfur dioxide (SO,), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds
(VOC), nitrogen oxides (NOn), fluorides (HF), and chlorides (HCI) emitted from this
source shall not exceed the following:

Emission Rates
P (Pounds per Hour)

SO 8.8
CO 8.4
VOC 1.4
NO. . 6.9
HF- 0.12
HCI 1.6

The above emission limitations are established pursuant to Rules 1200-3-14-.03(5)
and 1200-3-7-.07(2) of the Tennessee Air Pollution Control Regulations and the
information contained in. the approved application.

5. Visible emissions from this source shall not exhibit greater than twenty percent
(20%) opacity, except for one (1) six-minute period in any one (1) hour period and
for no more than four. (4) six-minute periods in any twenty-four (24) hour period.
Visible emissions frQm this source shall be determined by EPA Method 9, as published
in the current 40 CFR 60, Appendix A (six-minute average) . TAPCR *1200-3-5-..03(6) and
TAPCR 1200-3-5-.01(l). -- 7

6. The exhaust gases from the ventilation system shall be discharged- unobstructed
vertically upwards to the ambient air from a stack with an exit diameter of 25.0
inches not less than 80.0-feet above ground level.

7.' This source shall not' operate without use of the air pollution control devices.

8. Routine maintenance, as required to maintain specified emission- limits, shall be
performed on the air pollution control devices. - Maintenance records shall be
recorded in a suitable permanent form and kept available for inspection by. the
Division. All maintenance activities shall be entered in the log no later than seven
(7) days following the start of the maintenance'. These records must be retained for
a periQd of not less than two years.

9. Prog:.ess reports must be filed annually for construction projects extending over a
one year. duration. As a minimum, these reports must specify the percentage of the
project completed and give an estimated completion date. The first progress report
will be due one year after this permit is issued and every year thereafter until
construction is completed.

10.. This permit shall not preclude any requirements promulgated by the Division of
Radiological Health, the Division of Solid' Waste Management, or the Division of Water
Pollution Control.

11. The issuance of this permit does not exempt the permittee from any requirements of
the Environmental Protection Agency pertaining to the emissions from the operation of
this new source.

12. The permittee shall apply for renewal of this permit not less Ehan sixty (60) days
prior to the permit expiration date, pursuant to Division Rule 1200-3-9-.02(3).

(End of conditions)



CMsO R M S AD MSSION M Y COMPANY NAME: Studsv Procesi Fagiity

1. ENISSION SOURCE REFERENCE NUMBER. 86-0054-01 NONATIAD84JEN:_ ATAINENT: X 2. LOG # 062308P

3A PERMIT STATUS: NEW RENEWAL X RELOCATION__3B. PREVOUS PERMIT NUMBM- CONSTRUCflON: 944923P OPERAMNG: 05189P

4. IDENTFY. IF ONLY 5. 6. APPLICABLE 7. 8. MAX. ACTUAL 9. MAX. ALLOW.
A PART OF TBE POLLUTANT REQUIREMENT(S):TN AIR LJI1TATON EMSSIONS EMISSIONS
SOURCE IS POLLUTION CONTROL
SUBJECT TO TIS REGULATIONS, 40 CF.%
REQUIREIMVT PERMIT RESTRCTIONS, AIR

QUALITY BASED
STANDARDS .... .

IN POUNDS TONS POUNDS TONS/
UNITS HOUR YEAR / HOUR YEAR
OF ITIM
7

TSP TSP 1200-3-7-.04(I) 5.38 lb/hr 5.38 0.005 0.02 5.38 23.6

S02 1200-3-14-.03(5) 8.8 lb/br "8.8 0.44 1.94 8.8 38.5

CO 1200-3-7-.07(2) , 2'8 12.3 8.4 36.8

VOC 1200-3-7-.07(2) 0.48 2.1 1.4 6.1

NOx 1200-3-7-.07(2) 3.46' 15.2 6.9 30.2

Visible Eiussions Opacity 1200-3-5-.01 20, Method 9

SOURCE OF DATA FOR EMISSIONS IN ITEM 8: Data was
taken from the previous permit (051789P), application dated
8/19/08.

IF THIS IS NOT A TITLE V SOURCE• IS THIS A DEFERRED SOURCE (SUBJECT TO NSPS OR NESH S) OR A SYNTHIC MINOR SOURCE?
IF THE ANSWER IS YES, EXPLAIN:

EgneigProtection Specialist: H.C Date: 9/4L08 Reviewed by: S1, 1 Date: 4k leZ

N
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December 2, 2008

First contract signed with FPL for new U.S. waste model

Studsvik has signed a long term contract with FPL Group for the
treatment of medium-level (Class BIC) waste at the facility in Erwin. This is
the first contract for waste treatment that has been signed under
Studsvik's new model for medium-level waste in the USA.

"The strong interest that we see from customers for this new model has
convinced me that we will operate the waste treatment facility in Erwin profitably
from 2009 and onwards," says Studsvik's CEO Magnus Groth. "The model
offers a solution to a major problem for the American nuclear power industry.
Our initiative means that customers now have a competitive and
environmentally sound alternative for their medium-level waste."

Contract negotiations according to this model are under way with several
customers. Studsvik will re-start the Erwin facility for waste treatment in
December when it starts receiving waste from FPL Group under the new
contract.

The contract with FPL Group lasts through 2013. FPL Group operates 8
commercial nuclear power reactors, and with annual revenues of more than $15
billion and a presence in 27 states is one of the largest providers of electricity-
related services in the United States.

Studsvik launched its new business model for the treatment of medium-level
waste in the USA after obtaining necessary licenses in October. In the model,'
Studsvik will treat the waste at the Erwin facility in the same way as before and
thereafter take responsibility for storage and final disposal, for which a storage
agreement has been reached with Waste Control Specialists (WCS) in Texas.

"Our relationship with WCS is essential," states Lewis Johnson, President of
Studsvik Inc. "The ability of our two companies to come together to provide this
solution for the nuclear industry ensures a continuous waste management path
to our customers."

Studsvik has been treating and reducing the volume of medium-level wet waste
from the American nuclear power industry, mainly ion exchange resins, since
the early 2000s. After treatment, the residual products were previously sent for
final disposal to the Bamwell disposal facility in South Carolina. Since July this
facility only accepts waste from three of the United States' 50 states, leaving
most of the American nuclear power industry without access to final disposal of
medium-level waste.



Studsvik PRESS RELEASE 2(2)
December 2, 2008

For further information please contact:

Magnus Groth, President and Chief Executive Officer, tel +46 155 22 10 86 or
cell +46 709 67 70 86
Lewis Johnson, President of Studsvik Inc., tel + 1 404 497 4911 or cell
+ 1 678 549 8958

Facts about Studsvik
Studsvik offers a range of advanced technical services to the international nuclear power industry
in such areas as waste treatment, decommissioning, engineering & services, and operating
efficiency. The company has 60 years experience of nuclear technology and radiological services.
Studsvik is a leading supplier on a rapidly expanding market. The business is conducted through
five segments: Sweden, United Kingdom, Germany, USA and Global Services. Studsvik has
1 200 employees in 8 countries and the company's shares are listed on NASDAQ OMX
Stockholm.
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Studsvik Interim Report January-September 2009

Net sales
Net sales for the third quarter amounted to SEK 275.0 million

* (274.2) and for the period January-September, to SEK 867.8 mil-
lion (964.8). Net sales increased in local currencies by 3.1 per cent
in the third quarter and decreased by 15.5 per cent in the period
January-September. There is growth in the three segments;
Sweden, Germany and Global Services, while the other two seg-
ments report falling sales.

Profit
Operating profit for the third quarter amounted to SEK -7.8 million
(-4.4) and for the period January-September to SEK -68.1 million
(20.7). The Group's loss is attributable to the USA and the UK. The
operating margin in the other segments was 8.9 per cent (10.2)
in the third quarter and 8.0 per cent (8.4) in January-September.
Foreign exchange effects had a negative impact of SEK -1.1 million
(1.0) on the operating profit for the third quarter and of SEK -9.9
million (1.0) for the period January-September.

Net financial income deteriorated by SEK 6.4 million due to
increased net interest-bearing debt and increased borrowing costs.

Sweden
Net sales in the third quarter were slightly lower than the previ-
ous year and amounted to SEK 34.5 million (38.4). In January-
September sales increased by 5.5 per cent to SEK 115.8 million
(109.8). Operating profit in the third quarter fell to SEK 3.5 million
(11.5) and in January-September to SEK 9.1 million (22.0). The
operating margin for January-September fell to 7.9 per cent (20.0).

The deterioration in earnings is due to a poorer product mix and
an unplanned six-day production stoppage at the melting plant and. longer throughput times for the large components treated in 2009.
New equipment has been brought into operation and the produc-
tion bottlenecks are being successively eliminated. The market and
order situation continue to be good. During the quarter Studsvik
signed its first order for treatment of low-level waste from Italy.
The order is for 270 tonnes of organic waste from the nuclear
power facility in Caorso.

United Kingdom
Net sales in the third quarter fell to SEK 18.4 million (34.2) and
amounted to SEK 65.8 million (113.9) in January-September. The
operating profit for the third quarter was SEK -7.3 million (0.6) and
for January-September SEK -40.8 million (2.0).

Capacity utilization in the consulting operations increased after
two weak quarters, but did not compensate for continued low
capacity utilization in the decommissioning operations. Decommis-
sioning projects have been focused on smaller and clearly defined
contracts since the end of the first half-year. The decommissioning
market contracted during the year as a consequence of the tight
financial situation in the British economy. Extensive marketing
initiatives are being carried out, but the order book was at a low
level at the end of the third quarter.

The metallic recycling facility in Workington became operational
in September, when the first volumes of commercial material were
also processed.

Germany. Net sales increased in the third quarter to SEK 126.8 million (98.1).
Net sales for the period January-September amounted to SEK 337.0
million (277.5), which corresponds to an increase of 7.6 per cent
in local currency. The operating profit for the third quarter was
SEK 9.6 million (3.1) and for January-September SEK 20.2 million
(14.4). The operating margin continued to improve during the
quarter, to 7.6 per cent (3.1).

The market and'order situation in the German operations is good.
Profitability improved in both engineering and services and decom-
missioning. Annual maintenance work at power-producing reactors
continued at a normal rate during the third quarter. Ongoing
decommissioning projects in Germany and Belgium went according
to plan and at a good level of profitability.

USA
Net sales for the third quarter amounted to SEK 42.2 million (47.4)
and for the period January-September, to SEK 149.6 million
(272.0). The operating loss for the third quarter amounted to
SEK -12.8 million (-17.3) and for the period January-September,
to SEK -54.3 million (-5.2).

Another two contracts were signed for the Erwin operations.
Contracts have now been signed covering 51 of the USA's
103 reactors. The volumes delivered to thefacility were, however,
low and some deliveries were postponed. Consequently the Erwin
operations reported a continued loss. The efficiency improvements
made in Memphis have resulted in more robust operations that
are profitable at considerably lower volumes than before. The third
quarter's inflow of material for processing was, however, low,
resulting in a minor loss in the quarter. The low waste volumes,
both in Erwin and Memphis, are mainly a consequence of the
economic conditions.

In the USA a small consulting business has been started, focusing
on Studsvik's patented THOR technology. The business is profitable
and the customer base consists of both American and international
customers. The interest in evaluating THOR technology for different
types of waste is great.

THOR Treatment Technologies (TIT) signed an order in October
for a waste treatment facility at the US Department of Energy's
facilities at Savannah River. The order value is USD 55 million. The
work will start in 2010 and is expected to continue for three years.
MT- is a joint venture with the American URS Corporation. Studsvik

has a 50 per cent share in MTT.

Global Services
Net sales rose in the third quarter to SEK 51.2 million (41.6). Net
sales in January-September were SEK 177.1 million (133.6), which
corresponds to an increase of 16.8 per cent in local currencies.
Operating profit for the third quarter increased to SEK 5.8 million
(3.6) and to SEK 21.3 million (7.6) for the period January-Sep-
tember. Profitability improved during the year and the operating
margin for January-September was 12.0 per cent (5.7).

In materials technology demand continued to be strong for
reactor fuel and materials testing associated with the ageing, over-
haul and modernization of nuclear power plants around the world.
Modernization, modification and new production also create heavy
demand for consultants with advanced nuclear engineering skills,
which resulted in stronger earnings for the consulting operations.
ALARA Engineering, which was acquired in late 2008, performed
well. Software for fuel optimization reported a profit that was by
and large on the same level as the previous year.

After the close of the reporting period Studsvik agreed to sell its
personal dosimetry operations to the American company Landauer.
The sale means a capital gain of SEK 6.5 million, which will be
reported in the fourth quarter.

Investments
The Group's investments in the third quarter were SEK 23.8 million
(20.2) and for the period January-September, to SEK 74.6 million
(60.3). Investments in the new treatment facility in the United
Kingdom of SEK 8.3 million are included in the third quarter and of
SEK 51.8 million in January-September.
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Studsvik's Interim Report for January-September 2009

" The operating loss for the third quarter amounted to SEK -7.8 million (-4.4).

* The loss is attributable to the USA and UK, while Germany and Global
Services continued to develop strongly.

" Overall, a positive operating profit and cash flow are expected for the second
half of the year.

" A first contract for treatment of low-level waste from Italy was signed during the
quarter.

" After the close of the reporting period TTT signed an order for a waste
treatment facility in the USA.

* After the close of the reporting period the personal dosimetry operations were
sold, giving a capital gain of SEK 6.5 million.

July-Sept July-Sept Jan-Sept Jan-Sept Full Year

2009 2008 2009 2008 2008

Net sales, 275.0 274.2 867.8 964.8 1,285.9
SEK million

Operating profit, -7.8 -4.4 -68.1 20.7 12.7
SEK million

Profit after tax, -9.7 -3.7 -63.0 8.4 1.1

SEK million

Profit per share -1.19 -0.31 -7.67 0.68 -0.05

after tax, SEK

Equity per share, 63.13 70.28 63.13 70.28 74.32
SEK

Equity-assets 37.9 42.3 37.9 42.3 40.4
ratio, %

The interim report will be presented at a telephone conference call according to

earlier distributed invitation at 3:30 PM today.

Please read the full interim report in the attached file.

Facts about Studsvik
Studsvik offers a range of advanced technical services to the international nuclear power industry in
such areas as waste treatment, decommissioning, engineering & services, and operating efficiency.
The company has 60 years experience of nuclear technology and radiological services. Studsvik is a
leading supplier on a rapidly expanding market. The business is conducted through five segments:
Sweden, United Kingdom, Germany, USA and Global Services. Studsvik has 1,100 employees in
8 countries and the company's shares are listed on the NASDAQ OMX Stockholm.
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• ' \ U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

PRESS RELEASE
12-31-09

Race, LLC / Studsvik to Pay $650,000 to Settle EEOC Racial Harassment &
Retaliation Suit

Radioactive Waste Processing Company Targeted Black Workers for Higher Radiation Exposure, Federal Agency Charged

MEMPHIS - A Memphis radioactive waste processing company will pay $650,000 to 23 African American employees and provide
other relief to settle a race and retaliation discrimination lawsuit filed by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC), the agency announced today.

According to the EEOC's suit against Race, LLC, doing business as Studsvik, LLC (Civil Action No. 2:07-cv-2620, filed in U.S.
District Court for the Western District of Tennessee, Western Division), Courtney Britton, who worked as a lead worker in the shop
for Studsvik, and other African American employees, were subjected to racially offensive comments by their white supervisor.
Further, the complaint alleged that Britton's supervisor regularly referred to him and other African American employees with the
N-word and other derogatory slurs, such as "boy."

In addition, the EEOC said, white managers subjected Britton and other African American employees to excessive radiation
exposure, more than their white co-workers. The EEOC also charged that Britton was suspended for 15 days and then laid off in
retaliation for complaining about the racial harassment.

"Some of the discrimination alleged in this case is unusually extreme because of the physical danger it created for African American
employees," said EEOC Acting Chair Stuart J. Ishimaru. "It is deeply disturbing that this kind of race-based discrimination could be
inflicted upon innocent workers. Further, the EEOC is particularly concerned when people who have the courage to speak out
against such discrimination then experience retaliation by their employer. The EEOC will fight such misconduct forcefully, as we did
in this case."

Besides the monetary relief, the three-year consent decree resolving the case enjoins Studsvik from discriminating against its
employees because of their race and from retaliating against workers who assert their rights, and enjoins Studsvik from making
assignments in the shop area based on race. Studsvik agreed to adopt and maintain an anti-discrimination policy prohibiting
discrimination, to distribute the policy and complaint procedure to all employees, and to provide mandatory training to all employees
regarding the policy.

At the training, Studsvik's highest ranking individual will either appear in person or via video conferencing to announce and affirm
the company's commitment to a zero tolerance policy concerning race discrimination, its new anti-discrimination policy, and the
penalty for violating the policy. Finally, Studsvik will provide annual written reports for three years to the EEOC regarding its job
assignments and any complaints about discrimination.

Regional Attorney Faye A. Williams of the EEOC's Memphis District, which includes Tennessee, Arkansas, and 17 counties in
Northern Mississippi, said, "Racial harassment remains a longstanding problem in the workplace for many minorities. Mr. Britton
and other African American employees endured the abuse because they needed to work to support their families. The manager
who rendered such abuse is no longer employed and cannot be rehired. This resolution ensures that there are now policies and
procedures in place so that African American employees are treated with dignity and respect in this workplace."

The EEOC enforces federal laws prohibiting employment discrimination. Further information about the EEOC is available on its web
site at www.eeoc.gov.

I oflI 3/13/2010 3:25 PM
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EEOC: Black workers got more radiation
Published: Jan. 16, 2010 at 10:33 PM

MEMPHIS, Jan. 16 (UPI) -- A Tennessee company that processes nuclear waste has agreed to settle federal claims
black employees were subjected to higher levels of radiation than others.

The Studsvik Memphis Processing Facility, formerly known as Radiological Assistance Consulting and Engineering,
or RACE, has signed a consent agreement with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Memphis
Commercial Appeal reported. Under the agreement, 23 black employees are to receive a total of $650,000.

The EEOC alleged the company assigned black employees to work with radioactive waste and manipulated
dosimeters to show lower levels of radiation than the actual ones. Black employees were also paid less and
subjected to other kinds of discrimination.

'lve been here (with the EEOC) 30 years, and I've never heard allegations of race discrimination that I consider
this serious -- because of the health risk," said Carson Owen, an EEOC trial lawyer.

Lewis Johnson, president of Studsvik, said the alleged discrimination took place before the Swedish-based
company bought the Memphis facility.

Al © 2010 United Press International, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Exhibit A

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

)
In the Matter of )

) Docket Nos. 52-025-COL and 52-26-COL
Southern Nuclear Operating Company )

)
(COL Application for Vogtle Electric ) January 29,2010
Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4) )

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN JAMESON

1, Steven Jameson, do hereby state as follows:

I. I am employed by Studsvik, Inc. ("Studsvik") as Vice President of Sales and
Marketing. My business address is 5605 Glenridge Drive, Suite 705, Atlanta, GA 30342. 1 am
authorized to provide this certification on behalf of Studsvik, Inc.

2. Studsvik owns and operates a waste processing facility located near Erwin,
Tennessee.

3. Studsvik is licensed by the State of Tennessee to accept Class A, B, and C low-
level radioactive (LLW) wastes. Specifically, Amendment 28 (issued October 2008) to
Studsvik's Erwin, Tennessee Radioactive Material License (R-8601 l-E17) provides the authority
for Studsvik to become the attributable generator and therefore allowing title of the waste to
transfer to Studsvik.

4. Studsvik offers the nuclear industry a process to permanently disposition for
disposal Class A, B, and C LLW. Under the Waste Disposition for Disposal Program, this
approved path authorizes attribution and title to all "Qualifying Material" to transfer from the
utility to Studsvik.

5.. "Qualifying Material" is defined as Class A, B and C LLW, as addressed in
.Studsvik's Tennessee License and the corresponding Waste Acceptance Guidelines. Typically
this includes bead, powdered, and similar resins, filter media and filters, liquids, and sludges.

6. Studsvik thermally processes the waste at its Erwin facility. The final waste
product, now attributed to Studsvik, is dispositioned by Studsvik for disposal as follows: (1) The
Class A material is sent directly to Clive, Utah where it is disposed of as Studsvik waste; and (2)



Studsvik transports its Class B and C LLW to the WCS Facility in Andrews County, Texas for
storage until a permanent disposal option becomes available.

7. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, b ng information is
true and correct.

- '•fn Jameson

Subscribed and sworn to before me tliis•2(5 day of January, 2010.

Notary Public A

My Commission Expires: _J-__La_

91"11.)



The following Affidavit is Exhibit A, by Steven Jameson, Studsvik Vice President of
Sales and Marketing, from the motion by Southern Nuclear Operating Company, to
dismiss the "low-level" radioactive waste contention against 2 new nuclear power
reactors, Vogtle 3 and 4, in Georgia. Note that by Studsvik taking title and liability to the
waste, the argument is being made that the nuclear utility that generates the waste will not
have to be responsible for it. The waste will be attributable to Studsvik. This is because
TDEC approved, in October 2008. Amendment 28 of Studsvik license R-6011 E-1 7.

Motion to Dismiss:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

)
In the Matter of)
) Docket Nos. 52-025-COL and 52-026-COL
Southern Nuclear Operating Company)
)
(COL Application for Vogtle Electric) January 29, 2010
Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4))

SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF CONTENTION SAFETY-1



Studsvik Class A/B/C Proaram
Studsvik and Waste Control Specialists (WCS) of Texas have entered into an agreement
whereby Studsvik will process the client waste stream at its Erwin Tennessee facility then
transfer and store the material at the WCS Texas Site where it will remain until a disposal site
is available. It is the Studsvik/WCS combined industry approach that gives the waste generator
the ability to continue to process and disposition all of its waste material in the same manner

A critical situation faces the nuclear industry. It is a situation
that will occur on June 30, 2008 when the Barnwell, South
Carolina Low-Level Radioactive Waste (LLRW) disposal site

closes to generators of (LLRW) in 34 states. Class A LLRW,
a waste class that contains the lowest levels of radioactive
material content, will continue to have a direct disposal

path. However, Class B and C Waste material will not. This
situation requires an effective resolution and generators,

utilities, hospitals, universities and research facilities are all

working to find such a resolution.

As with any situation several resolutions are being presented

or proposed. Some appear to require radical changes from
current regulatory positions and accepted practices, some
are stopgap measures, and some will invite public criticism
and perhaps even strong opposition (i.e., downblending).
Under an environment which requires generators to manage

waste streams on-site there are issues that generators and
processors alike are required to consider. These issues are:

* Commingling restrictions that exist when processing
waste off site for the purpose of having it returned for on-
site storage.
* The financial impact of adding or managing additional
onsite storage facilities.
* Waste downblending that could result in present or future
public and regulatory scrutiny.
e Liability, whether real or perceived, and the financial/risks
associated with managing and maintaining processed waste
material on-site.

There are three key features to the
Studsvik Programmatic Approach
1. The program relieves the client of having to make
changes to its current processing practices, thereby having
no effect on their current operational methodology

2. There is no deviation from accepted regulatory practices
since waste disposition maintains a direction that follows a
consistent industry interpretation of technical positions that
have survived both regulatory and public scrutiny for over
20 years.

3. Title, Generator Attribution, and Financial Liability will
be borne by Studsvik. Therefore, under Studsvik's Program,
on July 1, 2008 it will be business as usual for LLRW
generators.

Studsvik Processing Facility Erwln's Control Room



Title and Generator Attribution
Under this Program, Studsvik becomes the attributable
generator and takes, from the generator, Title and
Generator Attribution of the transformed radioactive
material (discussed below); whereby, Title and Generator
Attribution including Disposal Liability is transferred in
the Same manner as when title and liability is transferred
through direct disposal.

Studsvik accomplishes this when the radioactive material,
sent by the generator to Studsvik's Erwin, Tennessee facility,
is processed through Studsvik's THORTM (Thermal Organic
Reduction) process. The THORTM process volume reduces
and transforms the identity of the material to a state
that is only attributable to Studsvik and not that of the
original material generator (i.e., chemical form is changed;
radioactivity identity is no longer attributed to a single
source). The process produces an ash-like substance referred
to as Reformed Residue (RR) that will be packaged and
shipped to WCS's Texas Facility where it is stored in cells
that have been specifically constructed for the storage of
this material.

Liability Management
Financial liability to the initial generator (i.e., the utility) is
minimized as waste title and disposition liability transfers
to Studsvik, a process performed in the same manner as
Waste title and liability transfers when sending directly for
disposal. Studsvik accomplishes this through creation of
a Waste Disposal and Storage Fund (DSF) Trust Fund. This
fund is created to meet the financial assurances associated
with storage and/or disposal requirements established by
the States of Tennessee and Texas'. The DSF Trust Fund
ensures that Liability Management is performed through the
following means:

* The DSF receives a portion of the fee, based upon the
current cost of disposal2, for each cubic foot of waste
received into a Studsvik facility and stored at the WCS
facility.

- The DSF Trust Fund provides assurance that disposal
liability of the stored material is financed to current known
levels.

* It also meets disposal financial liability in much the same
manner as decommissioning funds are assessed.

* The DSF Trust Fund is structured such that access to it is
available to pay for final disposal and meeting the Financial
Assurance requirements in Texas.

1 A waste generator must have a means to accept the return of its waste. Any
return path, if required, Is to the Studsvik's State of Generation (Tennessee)

2 Fee portion placed in DSF Growth Trust fund is calculated by taking the cost
to dispose of Class B and C waste at Barnwell SC, currently $3,146/ft3, divided
by Studsvik's 5:1 volume reduction factor

ine v.L3 rIdtnmy in Weest lexas

Summary
Studsvik's programmatic approach to solving this industry
need for an uninterrupted path for dispositioning its Class
B/C Waste material goes even further. Studsvik is offering

and ensuring that all waste streams have alternatives rather
than a single path through one organization or entity.

Studsvik's program offers the following:

e It relieves the client of long term Financial Liability when

the alternative is to accrue $3146/cubic foot to account for
future disposal as required by prudent financial accounting.

* It eliminates the financial burden and management
constraints that are associated with on-site storage

o Waste Title and Financial Liability is transferred away from

the generator

* Waste disposition for the client maintains a direction that
follows a consistent industry interpretation of a position
that has satisfied both regulatory and public scrutiny for
over 20 years

* Positive public and regulatory confidence is maintained

Reverse view of the WCS Facility

Studsvik
Studsvik Inc.
100 Nolichucky Avenue
Erwin, TN 37650
Phone: (423) 735-6300
Telefax: (423) 743-0794
E-mail: studsvik@studsvik.com
www.studsvik.com
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USA-- Q4
Waste Treatment

Sales and operating profit
• Erwin profitable in Q4

- Improved waste receipts

-- ' - 7 customers, 51 reactors contracted

* Memphis turned to profit
- Waste levels remained low due to

customer spend restrictions

* Significant share of TTT profit
- SEK 8.8 million

* Overall low visibility for waste
receipts in first half of 2010
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